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FOREWORD
This is the final report on Study of Application of Adaptive
Systems to the Exploration of the Solar System, performed by
Martin Marietta Aerospace.
This study was performed for the Langley Research Center,
NASA, under Contract NASI-II711 between June 23, 1972 and June
8, 1973. Mr. W. Frank Staylor of the Langley Research Center
was the Technical Representative of the Contracting Officer.
The contract was sponsored by Planetary Programs in the Office
of Space Sciences (OSS) at NASA Headquarters.
This Final Report consists of three volumes:
Volume I - Summary
Volume II - Survey of Solar System Missions
Volume III- Mars Landed Systems
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I. INTRODUCTION
Volume II described the results of the first part of the
study, a look at a wide variety of solar system missions to
explore the possibilities and benefits of adaptability. This
volume presents the results of a more detailed study of three
missions to the surface of Mars: an advanced lander, a lander
with a small tethered rover, and a lander with a medium sized
rover that operates independently of the lander for most of its
functions but communicates with Earth through the lander. For
all three missions it was assumed that the Viking orbiter and
lander would be used with modifications as required to improve
thescience package, to accommodate the rovers, and to handle
the increased payloads.
In Chapter II of the present volume, the three landed sys-
tems are described. It is shown that either a small or a medium
rover can be carried on the Viking lander without major modi-
fication, although there is an increase in total weight. Com-
munication, power, and thermal control systems are defined in
enough detail to establish feasibility and permit good esti-
mates of weight and cost. The locations of the scientific in-
struments are shown. Items on the advanced lander that are not
on Viking '75 include a I meter drill, landing site selector,
improved seismometer, wet chemistry, advanced biology experi-
ment, humidity sensor, soil water tester_ and an integrated
geology package including a magnifier for one of the fax
cameras. Rover design including hazard detection and avoidance
have been carried to the point where hardware and software sizes
can be determined, but no attempt was made to trade off various
alternatives to arrive at an optimum design.
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Chapter Ill covers the propulsive requirements for landing
the three configurations in the baseline year, 1981, and also
discusses the latitude limitations imposed by thermal extremes.
Chapter IV, "Adaptive Science" describes the scientific
instruments, their objectives, and ways to increase their value
with adaptability. Quantitative estimates of the benefits of
adaptability were made where possible. Some of the benefits can
be realized as reductions in cost as well as improved performance.
In the biology experiment, for example, it is necessary to get a
very tight gas valve closure between sampling times. Since soil
particles can lodge in the valve, developing and qualifying a
reliable valve could be extremely expensive. In an adaptive
system, a leak can be detected (with instrumentation already
required for the experiment) and the valve cycled until it is
cleared or, if that fails, a backup valve can be closed.
Another possibility for cost reduction is in the active
seismometry experiment. For good results, the seismometer would
ordinarily be deployed away from the lander to minimize noise
from wind and thermally induced movement. In an adaptive system,
the seismic background noise can be monitored, and the seismic
source can be activated when an extremely quiet period is en-
countered. This technique will probably make it unnecessary to
deploy the detector, and the costs of deployment mechanisms,
thermal control for the isolated detector, and the communication
link can be saved.
A flexible adaptive system requires a central computer that
has access to all the data generated by the sensors and can
control all the actuators. The availability of this computer
will reduce costs by taking over many of the functions that
would otherwise have to be done with special purpose hardware
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designed, built, and qualified for the individual experiments.
Typical functions that can be taken over by the computer are
sequencing, data formatting, and error control coding of criti-
cal data.
Chapter V describes a control system that will perform the
adaptive functions that have been identified. Individual instru-
ments are controlled by "operating routines." The operating
routines take care of the ordinary instructions that make an
instrument _perform, like the sequencing of a chemical processor,
and the adaptive features that involve only that instrument.
Also progran_ned into the computer is an "executive controller"
that decides what operations to do at any time and provides the
interactions between instruments controlled by the operating
routines. For instance, when the anemometer detects a high wind_
the executive controller directs the cameras to protect their
optics from flying dust, increases the rate of taking meteoro-
logical data, and tells the seismometry data system not to go
into the high data rate mode unless it detects quakes greater
than the level to be expected from the wind shaking the lander.
The executive controller is the handle that the science team
and the mission operations team will use to control the mission
after landing. It is designed for easy modification and a good
interface with the two teams. The science team controls the
equations that determine the priorities of the many possible
actions and the mission operations team determines the feasi-
bility equations. Priorities are numbers that indicate the
desirability of each action, and the feasibilities are yes-no
variables that tell whether an action is safe and can be done
within the power and data capacity budgets. Separating the
functions relieves the science team of the responsibility for
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mission safety and lets them make rapid decisions with a minimum
of approval_ review, and verification loops.
The size of the computer memory for the executive controller
and the operating routines is about 15,000 words, somewhat less
than the capacity of the Viking computer.
To test the concept, an executive controller was programmed
with equations for six pieces of equipment operating in 12 dif-
ferent modes. Chapter Vl presents some simulation results from
this controller with environmental events introduced by means
of a random number generator. Experience with simulation showed
that this type of executive controller is easy to understand and
modify.
It was also found that it was difficult to write good priority
equations the first time--the controller_ like a computer_ does
what it is told to do but not always what theprogrammer intended.
The results indicate that extensive simulation testing should be
done before starting the mission to get efficient operation im-
mediately after landing. Of course, the biggest improvements
will still be made during the landed phase of the mission as
more is learned about the Martian environment.
Chapter VII provides a cost analysis based on a design which
would include only mandatory engineering changes. To this base-
line configuration an additional 30% was added to improve the
lander science. Other additional costs of 2% for the lander_ 5%
for the small standard rover, and 6_ for the deluxe rover or 16%
forthe medium rover would be required depending on the selected
mission.
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To these costs for a non-adaptive mission, approximately 770
must be added to provide an adaptive mission. This incremental
cost for adaptability is small compared to the anticipated
enhancements in scientific return which run from 2070 or 30%
for Some experiments to very large improvements in detecting
transient events.
Some of the science instruments recommended in this study
are not now under development in NASA's SRT program. A descrip-
tion of these new instruments and numerous needed rover technology
items are discussed in Chapter VIII, along with desirable computer
developments_ both software and hardware.
There are many ways in which an adaptive system on Mars can
give much more scientific value for the dollar. Today's tech-
nology is adequate for the job, but for minimum cost it is im-
portant to plan an adaptive _ rather than trying to incor-
porate adaptive features into the individual experiments and
subsystems.
II-I
II. SYSTEM STUDIES
This chapter describes lander and rover systems using adaptive
capability integrated into Viking-derived systems. Three basic
concepts of Mars landed system were considered: an advanced lander,
an advanced lander with a small rover, and an advanced lander with
a medium rover. These concepts involve different degrees of adap-
tability, versatility, and sophistication, and each has a different
impact on the Viking '75 lander design. Engineering aspects of
each concept were evaluated in sufficient detail to characterize
their adaptive functions and to assure that the concepts were
reasonable and feasible extrapolations of the Viking '75 system.
The selected concepts are not intended as finalized concepts but
are, rather, typical of systems within the three categories
identified.
Following trade studies and definition of the three concepts,
their impacts on launch vehicle, orbiter, entry, descent, and
landing systems were analyzed. As discussed in Chapter III,
these analyses complement the landed system study results by
rounding out the feasibility assessment for the Mars missions.
The concepts were then incorporated into the analyses of the
character and benefits of adaptability in advanced lander and
lander/rover missions as described in Chapters IV and V.
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A. ADVANCED LANDER
Groundrules for the advanced lander allow it to have improved
sampling ability and scientific instruments compared to Viking
'75 as well as adaptability. During configuration trade studies,
consideration was given primarily to providing greater sampling
capability and increasing the science instrument payloads while
keeping modifications to nonscience related systems to a minimum.
The trade studies and the resulting typical advanced lander con-
cept used in the subsequent adaptive mode analyses are described
below.
I. Configuration, Trade. Studies
There are many ways to increase the sampling capabilities of
an advanced lander without a rover: longer boom samplers, mortar
samplers, short propulsive hops, wheeled lander mobility, drill
samplers, and new sampling accessories for the Viking '75 surface
sampler.
a. Longer Boom Samplers - Two types of longer booms were in-
vestigated: a six meter version of the baseline Viking '75 sur-
face sampler and a new, ten meter concept with driven wheels on
the sampler head to relieve the boom weight and sampling loads
imposed on the boom and its deployment mechanism.
Growth versions of the three meter Viking '75 boom shown
in Figure II-i were examined and reported on earlier by Martin
Marietta under the Viking Project (Ref. i)*. That study produced
the following conclusions regarding lengthening the boom to six
meters. First, extending the length of the baseline boom could
* References for Chapter II are listed at the end of Chapter II.
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be accomplished with a 30Z weight increase and a 20% volume in-
crease. However, the forces whichcould be applied by the sampler
head (and hence the sampling capability) would be significantly
reduced and samples would be obtainable, at full extension, only
under the best conditions. Any difficult terrain or surface model
would have to be sampled at a lesser distance. Second, a new boom
assembly capable of applying baseline sampling forces at a range
of six meters would require I0 kg as compared to 5 kg for the
baseline boom element and deployment mechanism. However, a new
load sensing system would have to be devised since the size and
weight of the new boom would mask the loads from sensors of the
type utilized in the baseline boom. A final conclusion was that
overall reliability would be less with the longer boom.
Typical furlable boom design guidelines (Ref. 2) indicate
that boom tip loading is restricted primarily by the loads which
the boom can support without buckling, especially at the base
where the tip loads are imposed at the longest moment arm. There-
fore, methods to relieve the base support loads were investigated.
The wheeled boom sampler concept illustrated in Figure II-2 was
evolved as a result. This concept provides suitable base joint
load relief. The boom can be deployed from either the lander or
the sampler head. Deployment from the sampler end is attractive
because the weight of the deployment mechanism can be used to
support the vertical component of sampler-surface interface loads.
Analysis of furlable booms which could be fabricated for
this application provided the following information. First, the
sampler head mass, including wheels, drives, the boom deployment
mechanism and furled boom, would be on the order of I0 kg or more.
If this sampler head enters a depression, the boom could contact
the surface, unload the wheels and, as a result, place an over-
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hanging tip-weight load up to 40 N (9 ibf) on the boom. The boom
must support this load without buckling at the point where the
boom is contacting the surface. This load is approximately equal
to the maximum capability of the baseline surface sampler boom.
Therefore, the wheeled sampler's boom must be approximately as
large as the baseline boom. Data from Reference I regarding mass
growth as a function of length for thebaseline boom were there-
fore used to estimate boom and deployment system mass for wheeled
boom samplers with various range capabilities. Figure 11-3 illus-
trates this relationship. Total added mass for a wheeled boom
sampler would include the mass shownplus an estimated i0 kg mass
for the lander-mounted interface, the wheels and drives, and the
sampling mechanism, thereby giving a mass of approximately 17 kg
for a complete I0 m wheeled boom sampler.
No studies were conducted of booms exceeding i0 m length
since the weights of such booms would exceed the weight of a small
rover having greater sampling range and versatility (see Section
II. B).
A variety of sampling mechanisms can be considered for
use with either of the longer boom samplers described. Examples
of such mechanisms are discussed in Section ll.A.l.f. With
regard to imaging support for sampling operations with longer
booms, the baseline '75 Viking lander imaging system would provide
satisfactory resolution (0.6 milliradian) of sampling sites up to
i0 m from the lander.
II-7
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Figure 11-3 Mass vs Length for Lengthened Baseline
Viking '75 Sampler Boom
b. Mortar Samplers - Martin Marietta earlier investigated a
mortar sampler concept of the type shown in Figures 11-4 and -5.
Compressed gas (nitrogen) is used to launch the collector tube
along a selected azimuth. Elevation is fixed. A thin cable is
payed out of an open-face reel in the rear of the mortar's
launching tube. The collector tube is retrieved using this reel.
A holed ball on the cable blocks the collector tube opening after
the tube is drawn a short distance across the surface to collect
a sample. When the collector tube enters the launch tube, the
sample is dumped by gravity into a sample transfer mechanism for
transport to the lander's processors and instruments. Total
added mass for such a system would be approximately i0 kg (22 Ib).
The concept illustrated could sample readily at ranges up
to I00 m from the lander. Longer launch tubes and/or higher gas
pressures could increase this range making it attractive in a
11-8 
Figure  11-4 Mortar Sampler 
Nose S l i d i n g  Weight 
Notched Cut t ing  Edges 
Col lec t ion  Shutoff 
B a l l  Valve External  i i e l i c a l  Fins  
(Hollow S t e e l )  
F igure  11-5 Co l l ec to r  Tube 
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weight vs range comparison. The principal disadvantages of this
system are its limited sampling aggressiveness and the possibility
of collector hangup during retrieval•
c. Propulsive-hopping Lander - The concept of using residual
or extra descent propellants to transport the lander from site to
site has been suggested numerous times. It was proposedduring
the Surveyor Lunar Lander program but was rejected due to time and
cost limitations• Under contract No. NASI-I0873, A Study of Sys-
tem Requirements for Phobos/Deimos Missions, Martin Marietta eval-
uated a propulsive-hopping lander concept. In the low gravity
(.001 g) of the Martian moons, ballistic transfers can be effec-
tive if the capability is designed into the lander from the start.
However, wheeled mobility was selected as a better alternative
due to its controllability and the fact that the wheeled lander
could traverse rougher surfaces than a reflyable lander could land
upon safely•
During this study, discussions were held with Viking '75
lander systems design personnel to assess the feasibility and
practicality of reflying the Viking lander• While the concept is
feasible, it is not practical due to the level of modifications
required on the lander• These modifications include:
• make landing legs and shock absorbers reuseable
• redesign the inertial reference unit for long life
(it currently survives 5 minutes after landing)
• make the terminal descent and landing radar shock
resistant and less vulnerable to destruction by
surface objects
• add thermal control to the lander pyrotechnic control
assembly
• replace one-shot propulsion valves with solenoids
. provide heating to keep external hydrazine lines
from freezing up
• provide reuseable stowage and deployment mechanisms for
the sampler boom, S-Band antenna, and meteorology boom.
II-lO
d. Wheeled Lander Mobility - Two options were considered in
this category: I) adding three powered wheels to the lander to
make the lander capable of cross-country travel and 2) adding
two wheels to one side of the lander so that it can pivot about
the leg on the other side of the lander. With regard to the
first option (fully mobile lander), reliable mobility across
soft, wind-deposited materials as are expected on Mars requires
surface pressures (weight divided by wheel contact area) of less
than 6900 N/m 2 (I psi) and are preferably 3500 N/m 2 (0.5 psi).
The Viking lander's weight on Mars is approximately 2250 N.
Therefore the surface contact area, per wheel, should be 0.109
2
to 0.218 m2. Using 0.164 m as an average, the wheels would
have to be approximately 0.3 m wide and have a radius of 0.5 m.
Figure II-6 illustrates wheels of this size with the Viking
lander. Also shown is one wheel superimposed (dotted lines) in
the area of one of the footpads. It can be readily seen that
wheels of this size cannot be stowed at the required corner
positions without making major modifications to the entry and
lander system.
The second wheeled lander option (pivoting lander) was
considered in greater detail due to greater practicality. As
shown in Figures 11-7 and -8, two wheels are mounted on a de-
ployment mechanism on the science side of the lander. Since
each wheel must support only _ of the lander's weight and long-
range, efficient mobility is not required, smaller wheels can
be used than on the mobile lander described previously. Through
rotation (3° per minute with 8watts of input power), the sur-
face area accessible to the lander's baseline Viking '75 sur-
face sampler is expanded by a factor of eight. Additionally, a
I m rotary-percussive drill, deployed vertically between the
wheels, will be able to sample at selected points along a 19 m
II
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1 Lander Body
Figure II-6 Mobile Lander Wheels
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circumference path. Autonomous controls must be provided for
the mobility subsystem in order to achieve precisely controlled
rotations, for the high-gain antenna pointing system whose com-
manded angles must be adjusted following the lander body motions,
and for the rotary-percussive drill whose feed rate must be ad-
justed in real-time to keep drilling loads within safe margins.
Lander imagery would profit significantly from its abil-
ity to perform4 m baseline stereo imagery in all directions
during one full rotation of the lander.
Additional benefits may be derived by adapting to local
prevailing winds. Such benefits could come from pointing mete-
orology instruments into the wind, rotating the lander periodi-
cally to change wind flow and dust accumulation patterns, or
rotating the lander to elevate its science side on top of accum-
ulating wind blown materials.
Analyses indicate this concept would add 60 kg to the
landed system mass.
e. Drill Samplers - Reference 3 describes a study performed
by Martin Marietta to evaluate a 15 cm long drill sampler as a
backup sampler for Viking '75. The I cm diameter rotary-
percussive drill test hardware is shown in Figure 11-9. The no-
load power consumption of this unit is approximately 22 watts.
In drilling in particulate materials (lunar nominal), power con-
sumption increases to 33.5 watts with an average of 15 watt-
minutes required for each cc of sample collected. In consoli-
dated materials (firebrick), power consumption increases to 56
watts and 20 watt-minutes are required to collect each cc of
sample. Power levels can be reduced by slowing the drill oper-
ation but watt-minutes per cc can be expected to remain in the
ranges indicated. The test unit's weight was 2 kg and 80% of
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the collected particles were smaller than 300 microns.
MMC is currently funding additional development work on
a 1-meter long, I cm diameter, rotary-percussive sampling drill
which operates in the same manner as the 15 cm drill described
above. Predicted data for this drill indicate that it can be
used satisfactorily on either a fixed lander or a rover. Such a
drill is included where shown in the pivoting advanced lander
(Figures 11-7 and -8) or it could be mounted vertically on the
side of a fixed lander.
f. Accessories for Sam_l_n__Booms - During evaluations of
alternative concepts for sample acquisition on Viking '75, MMC
fabricated and tested several of the most promising options.
Table II-I gives comparative performance data from these tests.
Since the rotary-percussive drill was the only option capable of
handling all surface material models and its power requirements
were the most favorable, more comprehensive tests were conducted
with the drill. The results of these tests and a description of
the equipment used is given in Table 11-2.
From these tests (all options) it is apparent that sever-
al sampling mechanisms could be built into, or made available to,
a sampler boom (baseline or wheeled). While the drill is the
best general-purpose sampler, others should also be considered
for special applications. As examples, a rotary-brush sampler
can collect samples from a thin, wind-deposited layer over bed-
rock, and a chipper can provide larger pieces from rock out-
croppings. Neither of these examples is within the capability
of a drill sampler.
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2. Selected Advanced. Lander Concept
Using the results of the analyses just described and the
science payload analyses described in Chapter IV, the advanced
lander concept illustrated in Figures II-i0 and II-Ii was
selected. This concept meets the groundrules specified initial-
ly in that it will be capable of performing more advanced and
detailed scientific investigations than the Viking '75 mission
and it will keep modifications to non-science related systems
to a minimum. The full science payload and its adaptive func-
tions are described in Chapter IV.
A landed weight summary by subsystem is shown in Table II-
3. The current Viking '75 subsystem weights are shown for com-
parison. The additional landed mass of 42.7 kg requires an
additional 14 kg of terminal descent propellant. There are no
additional modifications required on the basic lander or aero-
shell structure as a result of the increased landed mass.
A Planetary Landing Site Selection System (PLSSS) installed
as shown in Figure II-I0 is proposed for use on all of the Mars
landed syst_n concepts considered. As illustrated in Figure II-
12, the PLSSS is an autonomous system which, during the powered
descent phase, scans the predicted landing area with a visual
sensor, identifies the sub-area containing the lowest density
of visually-observable irregularities, and provides inputs to
the lander's guidance system to bias the powered descent trajec-
tory to the desired sub-area. For this function, the visual
sensor's 60 ° field-of-view (FOV) is electronically restricted
to the 12 ° containing the predicted impact area and adjacent
areas that can be reached through trajectory biasing. However,
during the parachute phase and the powered descent phase, full
60 ° FOV images with resolution as shown below can be obtained
II-20
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I1-24
periodically andrecorded. These images will be of great value
in locating the landing site in orbiter imagery and in planning
post-landed rover traverses to areas not visible to the lander
due to terrain obscurations,
I1-25
B. LANDER WITH SMALL ROVER
The second of the three Mars landed system concepts considered
was a lander with a small rover. The primary function of the
small rover is to gather interesting surface samples and transport
them to the lander for detailed analysis by the lander's instru-
ments. Guidelines for the small rover specified that it should
have an operating radius of at least 50 meters from the lander
and that its integration into the lander system would require
only minor modifications to the Viking '75 lander design.
Martin Marietta has been investigating a small rover concept
for over two years. Initiated first under the Viking Program
(backup sampling system analyses, Ref. 4), the concept was later
carried to the functional model stage illustrated in Figure II-
13. Such a concept is representative of the small rover speci-
fied for this study and, accordingly, the concept was defined
in greater detail to permit adaptive mode analyses.
A wide range of capabilities can be incorporated into a
small rover. For this reason, two small rover concepts were
defined. Their stowed location on an advanced lander is shown
in Figure II-I0.
The first of the two concepts is the standard small rover
illustrated in Figure 11-14. This tethered rover would be
capable of sampling within a i00 meter radius of the lander.
The 0.65 m long by 0.4 m wide vehicle would add approximately
24 kg to the 618 kg mass of the advanced lander. The mass
breakdown for the advanced lander with the standard small rover
is shown in Table 11-4. The rover would receive its power and
commands via a cable from the lander. The Viking '75 surface
sampler control assembly, enlarged 20% to accommodate the rover
11-26 
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functions, would operate the rover under the direction of the
lander's GCSC. The rover would collect multiple samples, elim-
inate redundant ones if desired based on x-ray fluorescence
spectrometer (XRFS) analyses, and return the retained samples to
the lander for processing and detailed analysis.
The second small rover concept (deluxe) is shown in Figure
11-15. It consists of the standard version with the labeled sub-
systems added, thereby providing it with significantly enhanced
science capability. As shown in Table 11-5, this vehicle would
add approximately 35 kg to a 618 kg advanced lander, giving a
total added mass, compared to Viking '75, of 77.6 kg.
Parameters for both the standard and deluxe small rover are
given in Figure 11-16. The primary differences are in data rate
and science volume, higher rates and volumes being required on
the deluxe configuration due to its added science payload. Typi-
cal performance figures for both small rover configurations are
given in Table 11-6.
Small rover sampling will employ a scoop deployed at the end
of a stiff arm. Samples will be acquired by lowering the scoop
to the surface and then driving the rover forward. After a
fixed distance is traveled, the scoop is elevated. If the en-
tire sample is wanted, the arm is rotated until the sample is
deposited in a storage tray. If only those particles greater
than 0.5 cm diameter are wanted, the arm is elevated to +45 °
then down below horizontal to dump the fines overboard through
a screen prior to depositing the sample is a storage tray.
Once the sample is in the tray, it will be analyzed using
the XRFS to determine if a sample has been acquired, and if so,
its elemental composition. If the sample does not need to be
returned to the lander, the tray will be rotated to dump the
sample overboard.
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If a sample is wanted from below the immediate surface (as
far as I0 cm down) the scoop will be deployed to the surface and
the rover driven backward. A hoe on the bottom of the scoop will
dig a trench. Once the trench is dug, the normal sampling mode
will be followed. Typical s_npllng parameters for both small
rovers are given in Table II-7.
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C. ADVANCED-LANDERWITH.-MEDIUM'ROVER
The third and final Mars landed system concept defined for
use in the adaptive mode analyses was an advanced lander with a
medium rover. Study groundrules specified that the medium rover
would be able to make sorties to a distance of I km from the
lander, would carry imagery and other appropriate science instru-
ments, and would be able to make science-related decisions using
onboard logic. More extensive lander modifications would be
permitted than with the small rover but the essential character
of the Viking '75 lander would be preserved. Further, the medi-
um rover and the lander would have a communications link, but
only the lander would have a telemetry link with Earth.
Such a medium rover is, by itself, a complex spacecraft and
its detailed analysis and design was beyond both the scope and
intent of the study. Accordingly, a variety of preliminary
medium rover concepts were defined based on the constraints im-
posed by the lander. Preliminary analyses indicated that, if
possible, the medium rover should be stowed in available volume
within the Viking '75 entry system; The rationale for this
constraint was that any redesign or rebuild of the Viking '75
3
lander to produce a new rover stowage volume of 0.5-1.0 m
would have an unacceptable cost impact. Therefore, to keep the
medium rover concept both feasible and practical, analyses were
conducted to define available volumes. The results of this
analysis are shown in Figure II-17. Although a significant
volume is available in this location in the Viking '75 system,
there are two modifications which make the volume larger and
more suitable for rover stowage. First, the surface sampler is
stowed in a new position outboard of the cameras rather than
between them. The tie-down post for stowage support must also
11-37
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be moved to this new location. Second, a bulge is built into
the basecover (entry capsule afterbody) within the bioshield
envelope. The radius of curvature on this bulge will be smaller
than on the baseline vehicle_ and the heating rates will be
higher in these areas during entry. Aecordingly, the bulge will
have to be sprayed with an 0.10-0.15 mm layer of ablative materi-
al or made of thin metal sheet. Both of these modifications are
straightforward and require no new technology.
Given this available volume, several medium rover concepts
were considered. Figure 77-18 illustrates four candidate con-
figurations to approximately equal scale. These 100 kg-class
vehicles would be capable of traveling l km or more from the
lander. All except the 6-wheeled vehicle can be folded and
stowed in the available volume described previously. The 6-
wheeled rover with 35 cm diameter wheels and 0.09 cubic meter
body volume would have to be stowed on top of the lander in
space made available by elevating the parachute mortar and truss
assembly (major modifications). The 3-wheel unit has 50 cm
diameter wheels and an 0.07 cubic meter body volume. The e-
wheel unit has 40 cm diameter wheels and an 0.07 cubic meter
body volume. The 3-elastic-loop concept (Lockheed mobility sub-
system) has 60 cm long loops and approximately 0.05 cubic meter
body volume.
Each of these medium rover candidates could be equipped with
the representative science payload shown in Table IT-8 . The
stereo imagery would use facsimile cameras approximately half
the size of those on Viking '75. The "sieves" would provide
initial screening of samples for inorganic and organic content.
Samplers as shown would be a half size Viking '75 sampler and a
1 m rotary-percussive drill. Mechanisms for storing samples and
transferring them to the lander complete this payload.
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Table 11-8 Typical Medium Rover Science Payload
Stereo Imagery - Normal, Telephoto, Quasi-Microscope
Sieves - Inorganic, Organic
Samplers - Scoop, Drill
Sample Storage and Transfer
Instruments That Could Be Deployed Away From Lander
By Rover
Active and/or Passive Seismometry Elements
Gamma Ray Spectrometer
Neutron Activator
Also listed are instruments suitable for deployment away
from the lander by the rover. Both the gamma ray spectrometer
and the neutron activator require separation from the lander's
RTGs.
The four-wheeled concept was selected for additional analysis
and its refined configuration and parameters are presented in
Figures 11-19 and -20. While this concept should not be construed
as being either final or recommended, it is representative of the
maximum size vehicle which could be transported with a Viking '75
system incorporating a practical level of modifications.
As shown in Table 11-9, the landed mass of the advanced
lander with this medium rover attached is approximately 754 kg.
This represents an increase of 178 kg over the Viking '75.
The medium rover concept utilizes the lander's GCSC for ex-
ecutive control as described in Chapters IV and V. If the rover
power supply is equipped with an RTG, the rover's sortie range
will be limited primarily by the range of the rover-to-lander
11-41
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communication link. Accordingly, a preliminary analysis of this
link was made to determine if it would be a major constraint on
system design and operation.
Initial requirements were established arbitrarily, namely,
16 kbps rover-to-lander data rate and line-of-sight ranges up to
I0 kin. The data rate corresponds to the high rate out of the
Viking '75 facsimile cameras. A 50 MHz carrier frequency was
selected to achieve reasonable whip antenna size (quarter wave =
1.5 m), low sensitivity to local terrain obstruction and multi-
path effects, and sufficient data bandwidth. The quarter wave
antennas on the lander and rover must be deployed on masts at
least 3 m tall to achieve I0 km line-of-sight range on a spheri-
cal Mars. In order for the systems to con_nunicate reliably with
either located in a major depression, taller antenna masts or
shorter ranges are required.
Having established a set of general requirements and charac-
teristics, conceptual designs were prepared for the rover and
lander communication subsystems.
4
The functional identification and relat/onship of medium
rover communications components is shown in Figure II-21. This
implementation would employ the best available technology for
the 1980s but should also be available with today's state of the
art in solid state. The receiver responds to conventional FM/
FSK command modulation and presents the NEZ data train to the
command decoder and synchronizer. Conm_ands can be stored in
parallel in the command distribution and sequencer unit. A key
feature proposed is a data rate adjustment based on received
signal strength as sensed by the lander receiver and sent to the
rover via the command link. This feature would represent an
adaptive mode that could be used to maintain telemetry signal-to-
II-45
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noise ratio and derive information on terrain physical proper-
ties in the communication path. The quarter wave whip would
provide maximum antenna efficiency and bandwidth for the command
and telemetry carriers. A standby mode would reduce power drain
when the transmitter is inactive.
The lander components are shown in Figure XI-22. The primary
lander interface is with the GCSC computer and power subsystem.
The quarter wave whip antenna should be placed so that there is
minimal interference with the lander high gain and low gain an-
tenna systems. This placement appears possiblebut requires
further study. Components are all solid state and would make
large use of microcircuit integrated electronic modules. The
cmmuand rate maximum is set at 100 bits/second for this study.
The radiative power is shown at I0 mw_ but can be increased up
to approximately 100mw.
Analysis of these conceptual designs indicates that the com-
munication system will not impose a major size, weight, or power
constraint on the overall system.
A summary of the overall lander communications system capa-
bility is shown in Table _-i0. This system assumes the use of
the baseline Viking '75 lander and orbiter systems. The command
uplink from Earth to lander and telemetry downlink from lander
to Earth are at S-band. The data transmission time of 1.75
hours is based on two hours of S-band transmission from the lan-
der with 0.25 hour devoted to acquisition of the downlink signal
at the DSN ground station.
The conmmnd link should use error control to minimize delays
caused by the need for confirmation and retransmission. Even
using I00% redundancy (as with a 24, 12 BCH code)_ 585 words is
more than sufficient for the presently planned medium rover
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concept mission. The bulk of the telemetry data transfer to
Earth will be via the UHF orbiter relay link. Future rover
mission concepts may require a higher command data volume for
computer updating.
Table II-ii shows the maximum Earth-Mars range and the sys-
tem's communications capability for a ninety day mission after
arrival for the launch years 1979-1988. The difference between
these ranges and the maximum Viking '75 Earth-Mars range of
390 x 106 km is shown in dB. This can be used to increase the
communication link capability (S-band or X-band) by the amounts
shown.
Both the uplink command and downlink telemetry data rates
can be increased by the use of X-band instead of S-band links.
A theoretical gain of Ii db or a practical gain of 8 db can be
realized (assuming transmitter powers_ antenna apertures and
receiver noise figures remain the same) by changing to X-band.
Some future advanced rover mission concepts may require a
higher command data volume for computer updates. Calculations
show that the conmmnd data volume obtainable with the X-band
link and the same transmission time as S-band is in excess of
6000 words. This should be more than sufficient for these
missions. The lander to Earth downlink telemetry data rate could
be increased from 250 bps to 1.6 kbps and will accommodate a much
larger science mission requirement.
Table II-12 shows a typical allocation of average power dur-
ing landed operation. The energy requirements are controlled by
modifying the operating time of the individual loads. The Viking
power system consists of two RTGs rated at 35 watts each together
with four 8-ampere hour nickel cadmium batteries which provide
for peak power requirements above the RTG capability.
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The battery state-of-charge determines the degree of science
loading that can be scheduled. Energy balance computations us-
ing a power system algorithm, would update the battery state-of-
charge value. Inputs for these computations include RTG con-
verter power output_ battery voltage and temperature, and battery
charge and discharge rates. Additional checks on battery condi-
tion may be provided by use of cell voltage and pressure sensors.
With regard to thermal control, the use of adaptive techniques
is a natural approach to thermal design of landers for probablis-
tic planetary environments. Unlike the classical approach of
bracketing all possible environmental conditions by over-design,
the adaptive technique selects a probable range of environmental
conditions as a basis for the design, but provides survival capa-
bilities during environmental extremes outside this range by the
use of adaptive modes of operation.
For example, the lower (cold) accessibility limit of the
Viking '75 lander may be considerably lowered at lower wind
velocities, and would completely disappear during absence of
winds. Hence it may be possible to extend the capabilities of
the '75 lander to sub-polar landing sites by the use of adaptive
control that limits the operations to calm days and provides sur-
vival capabilities for the windy days. Similarly, the hottest
landing site on Mars is approximately 25 degrees C warmer than
the hot extreme corresponding to the upper accessibility limit
of the '75 lander. Operations on such a landing site a=e £Qas-
ible, however, if only a part of the internal equipment is turned
on at any given time, or if the operating modes are limited to
the relatively colder days of the mission.
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III. MISSION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
The mission analysis and design portion of this study con-
cerned itself primarily with the effects of the different lander
concepts on the overall mission strategy and performance capa-
bilities and requirements. The mission strategy is kept as
similar to the Viking '75 as possible. The missions involve
launches between 1979 and 1988 with launch opportunities occur-
ring approximately every two years. The entire spacecraft is
inserted into a synchronous orbit (24.6 hr) about Mars and the
............. iLLOp=_Liu u _
made by the orbiter. Existing subsystems are unmodified where
possible and changed as little as possible where modifications
are required. The effects of the different lander concepts
were investigated and the required modifications to the lander
were made as described in Chapter II. These changes were propa-
gated backwards to determine the effects caused by the increased
landed weight on the entry, deorbit, orbit insertion, and launch
phases of the mission.
The launch system is the Shuttle/Centaur except for the 1979
opportunity which uses the Titan lllE/Centaur. In all cases
the launch system has adequate capability to inject the space-
craft. The orbit insertion requirements are quite variable over
the different opportunities with a minimum impulsive requirement
of 1050 meters/second in 1979 and a maximum of 1600 meters/
second in 1983. This wide fluctuation requires different orbi-
ter propulsion systems as indicated in Figure III-i. The
Viking '75 propulsion system can be used in 1979 for all con-
cepts except the medium rover which requires additional pro-
pellant. It can also be used for the advanced lander and
111-2
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standard small rover concepts in 1988. The increased orbit in-
sertion delta velocity requirements in the 1983/84 and 1986
(and most of the 1981 mission) opportunities result in the
recommendation that space storable propellants be used (385
second specific impulse) since the use of the normal Viking
propellants would require propellant load increases in excess
of 40%. This value of 40_ increase is considered to be a
reasonable upper limit for increasing the propellant capacity
of the current Viking '75 configuration.
The deorbitmaneuver delta velocity requirements do not
change with launch opportunity since the spacecraft is always
placed in a synchronous orbit and the relative geometry between
landing site and the orbit is constant. However, the increased
weight of the lander does lead to increased propellant require-
ments for this maneuver. The current deorbit propellant load is
adequate for all concepts except the medium rover, which would
normally require the use of larger deorbit propellant tanks.
However, a decrease in the delta velocity requirement is avail-
able by inserting the spacecraft into a synchronous orbit with a
lower periapsis altitude (1000 km vs 1500). This strategy allows
the deorbit maneuver to be performed with the existing propellant
capacity and does not increase the orbit insertion requirement
(actually a small delta velocity savings result).
The entry and descent sequence is indicated in Figure III-2.
The times indicated are typical for a small deluxe rover and
would change with entry weight, entry flight path angle and
atmosphere. Table III-i indicates the weight history during
entry and descent for the different lander concepts. Several
changes to the Viking '75 strategy are used to reduce the modi-
fication required by the increased lander weights. The flight
III-4
___ Entry (Time Zero)
__-. Sense 0.05g 1190
DeployParachute
(400 sec)
seC)
Separate Aeroshell
(407 sec)
\
% \
Ignite Vernier
(480 sec)
Separate
(482 sec)
Touchdown
Parachute
\
\
\
Figure III-2 Entry Touchdown Sequence of Events
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path angle corridor is reduced from 4° (-15 ° to -19 °) to 3° (-15 °
to -18°). This reduces the maximum dynamic pressure for all con-
cepts to less than the design limit of 7800 newtons/square meter.
The flight path angle uncertainty does not cause this corridor
to be violated, and the only result of the reduced corridor is a
small decrease in lander down-range targeting capability.
The use of the revised mean Mars atmosphere and a terrain
height capability of 1.5 km also decrease the impact of the in-
creased lander weight on the various descent systems. Any sig-
nificant increase in weight over the medium rover concept would
result in a redesigned parachute and aeroshell. Table 111-2
indicates the changes required on the various systems. The
only changes to the advanced lander is the increase in terminal
descent propellants by 14 kg (within current tank capacity).
The two small rover concepts require additional terminal descent
propellants of 24 and 29 kg (also within the tank capacity) and
a small increment to the lander structure weight. The medium
rover concept requires a slight increase in ablator thickness
and localized changes in material to handle localized sheer
stress problems and the increased heat load (maximum dynamic
pressure and peak heat are kept within the design limits by re-
ducing the flight path angle corridor). The terminal descent is
modified for the medium rover concept to accommodate a six
engine terminal descent system. This change increases the thrust-
to-mass ratio to acceptable values. The thrust-to-mass ratio for
the three engine concept is below the value required to prevent
a hard landing. The lander structure is strengthened to accept
the increased landing loads. Further details concerning these
modifications are presented in Chapter II.
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The landing latitude accessibility for a given mission is a
function of the Mars approach velocity (VHE), the VHE vector
declination with respect to the Mars equator, and the approach
geometry (eaim). The maximum northern and southern latitudes
which are obtainable using polar inclination (Sai m = +90 °) are
shown in Table 111-3. These are the maximum landing latitudes
consistently available throughout the thirty-day mission launch
opportunity without apsidal rotation. Additional latitude is
available by rotating the line of apsides during the orbit in-
sertion maneuver. This requires additional delta velocity ex-
penditures (and propellant) on the order of 25 m/s for i0 ° ap-
sidal rotation, 80 m/s for 20°, and 150 m/s for 30 ° .
Table III-3
1979
Maximum North Latitude 44°
Maximum South Latitude 80°
t
* No apsidal rotation utilized.
Landing Latitude Accessibility*
1981 1983 1986 1988
35 ° 41 ° 72 ° 61 °
72 ° 71 ° 64 ° 62 °
The thermal limits for the Viking lander are shown in Figure
III-3. By finding the encounter date for a given opportunity
and then finding the latitude lines which are always within the
hot and cold limits for the desired mission duration, the lati-
tudes available without thermal modification can be determined.
For example the 1981 mission opportunity arrives in early Sep-
tember through mid-October of 1982 and for a 90 day mission would
be within the current thermal limits in the northern hemisphere
between I0 ° and 38 ° in latitude and there is no thermally accept-
able region in the southern hemisphere. To make this figure
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more useable, Table III-4 containsthe span of arrival dates for
each launch opportunity considered in this study.
|
Table III-4 Arrival Dates for Each Launch Opportunity
Launch
Opportunity 1979 1981 1983/84 1986 1988
Earliest
08-_7-80 -9-04-82 09-12-84 10-20-86 01-09-89
Arrival
Latest
09-22-80 10-04-82 10-10-84 12-29-86 02-14-89
Arrival
It is also anticipated that approximately I0 days will be
spent in orbit after the actual arrival date before landing takes
place and this period of time would need to be included in deter-
mining the actual landed period and the thermal environment dur-
ing this time. Thermal modifications are potentially available
to allow missions in the excessively hot areas (phase change
material) and also for the excessively cold areas (heat pipe
arrangements utilizing heat from the l_Gs).
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IV. ADAPTIVE SCIENCE
This chapter describes the science system and how its per-
formance can be increased or its cost decreased with on-board
decision making.
When adaptive systems are discussed, a typical reaction of
scientists and others with mission experience is to be skeptical
of the ability of a simple computer to make good scientific de-
cisions and a concern that by attempting to make a smart system
we may get one that systematically makes very bad decisions and
ends up with less good data than would have been obtained with
preprogrammed set of actions. These fears are well-founded, and
have been constantly in mind during the study of adaptability.
The goal has not been to put scientific judgement into a com-
puter, but rather to give the scientists a tool that enables
them to automate some simple decisions so that they can be made
on the lander or rover and carried out promptly enough to do
some good. A first principle, then, is to put the adaptive sys-
tem as directly as possible under the control of the scientific
teems.
A second principle that should be followed on any mission of
long enough duration is to start with a minimtnnof autonomy and
increase it as confidence is gained. For a Mars lander with
rover, typical action the first day or two after landing will
include exercising systems to verify their condition. The di-
urnal temperature and light cycles will be established. The
rover will be deployed and traction will be measured on the
Martian soil. At this stage few decisions are made on Mars.
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As confidence increases, more decisions will be made by the
on-board controller. The fixed schedule of actions and measure-
ments will be replaced by a flexible one based on priorities.
The priorities will be determined in part by the observations so
that recording of transients and unusual phenomena will replace
less valuable activities.
Toward the end of the mission, the region close to the lander
will have been thoroughly explored, and the rover may be sent on
long excursions, even out of comuunication range, since the
chance of finding something new will be worth the risk of losing
the rover.
As Section B "Adaptive Eeactions" is read, it should be kept
in mind that it is not proposed to turn the lander and rover
loose with a large bag of untried tricks but rather to ease into
adaptability and to tailor the criteria, thresholds, and logic
according to experience and the actual conditions on the surface
of the planet. If the system is designed with flexibility, great
advances in adaptability can be made in a single mission, but if
it is attempted to foresee exactly how the system should react
a long series of missions will be required for the same progress.
IV-3
A. SCIENCE SYSTEM
r_
Tables IV-I and IV-2 list the instruments for the lander and
the rovers with their expected scientific values. The numbers
in the "Adaptive Modes" column are keyed to the enumeration in
Section B below.
The locations of the instruments are indicated in the draw-
ings of the three landed systems in Chapter II.
Items 15 and 16 in Table IV-I, the Soil Sorter and Instru-
mented Boom are believed to be new ideas and will be described
below.
_ Soil Sorter - This feature is not included in our base-
line, lander because it needs considerable design study before it
can b_ sized. If it is feasible it could significantly increase
the s_entific output of a lander.
IN _ sample of sand or dust taken anywhere on a windy planet
is likely__t_n_1"s_Of grains of many different types. Some of
m_ral_1__ t6,_.__buti_y of'_he smaller ones will be single crys-
ta_ Th_ai_m_ll be der lved from sites representing most
if_t all ifthe_eologic----I domains of the planet.
homogeneouland _ii de_ermine the_elemental cc_nposition and other
priorities _f th_mixt_e. Much additional scientific value would
be obtained_if t_ £_ could first be sorted into its component
types which wou_ Bive information about their respective
sit sof orig 
particles it is first necessar, toTo
separate them.
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L
that is routinely faced for instance in the food packing indus-
try where items of irregular size and shape are graded and placed
into containers. On Mars, one can envision a preliminary size
grading with seives followed by a slow discharge from a hopper
onto a moving belt or disc so that the grains are widely scattered
and touch one another only rarely.
If sufficient counting rate can be achieved, an ideal
sensor for classifying mineral particles is the x-ray fluores-
cence spectrometer. The x-ray source should be collimated to
give a beam about the diameter of the smallest :grazns, perhaps
a tenth to half a millimeter. The conveyor belt or disc can be
made of a material such as polyethylene that will not interfere
with the fluorescent spectrum. The surface of the belt can be
searched for grains by a combination of longitudinal belt motion
combined with a transverse scan of the x-ray source and detector.
The search mode terminates when a grain is detected, at which
time the belt and source motions are servoed to the position of
maximum count.
Classification according to elemental composition is a
simple computer task. When a grain has been classified, its
position on the belt is memorized, and it is dropped into the
appropriate bin by a combination of motions of the belt, bins,
and possibly a small brush to nudge it off the belt.
Unusual grains, i.e., ones of composition unlike those
that have previously been examined, could be moved within range
of an automatically focusing microscope so that their pictures
in wide band color can be recorded before they are put into
bins.
It may turn out that individual grains are too small to
give good x-ray fluorescent counting rate. In this case the
IV-9
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microscope should be used for classification according to color,
and the XRFS should be used for elemental analysis when enough
similar part_cles have been accumulated.
When a bin contains enough material for the scheduled
tests, further grains of that type are discarded.
The monocrystalllne grains should fall neatly into classes.
Composite grains will be recognizable by having intermediate com-
positions. Study of the distributions will yield information on
which minerals occur together, and it may even be possible to
determine the composition of the original rocks from which the
grains were broken.
Instrumented Boom - This is another speculative feature
not included in the baseline system.
If the lander sits down on a rocky surface from which the
soil has been blown away, it may be impossible to get a sample
into the lander for analysis. In this case the analytical instru-
ments must be taken to the samples. A radio-active x-ray source
and a proportional counter can easily be mounted on the sampler
boom. The source and counter can now act as a proximity detec-
tor to help guide the boom over the surface of the rock, and the
x-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRFS) will give the elemental
composition. A microscope, even a crude one, mounted on the
boom will give valuable scientific information as well as pic-
tures that will be interesting to the general public.
A boom-mounted microscope will also be useful in sand or
dust to get pictures of the undisturbed soil. If the boom digs
a trench, the microscope can observe the layers revealed in the
trench wall and yield information on the dust-storm history.
IV-lO
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An adaptive feature desirable for the instrumented boom
is automaticmeans to guide the boom over the surface while it
gathers data. Using the microscope or the XRFS to discriminate
mineral types, the adaptive system can search for rare components
or Eet data on crystal size and abundances. Automatic focusing
of the microscope is also needed.
IV-11
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B, ADAPTIVE REACTIONS
This section enumerates the adaptive reactions that appear
valuable for the Mars lander and the lander-rover combinations.
Thaylhave been divided into 2 classes according to whether they
involve the operation of a single instrument or require inter'
actiQ_IS b@_instruments. This distinction takes on signifi-
_.'i'_,'_,_"'!I_C.
C_I;{B _pt_ IV when the computer organization is described.
The single input reactions will be controlled by operating
rout_h_:_lethe multlple input reactions require the execu-
tive controller in addition.
Some items are self-explanatory. Others are described in
more or less detail. Where possible, an assessment of benefits
has been made.
The single instrument reactions follow.
i. Lander Camera
Select filter and electronic gain and offset for maximum
picture contrast.
Benefits Could save the first day's pictures and any pic-
tures taken after sudden changes in atmospheric dust content.
Will also save time of scientists and decrease load on the
command system.
2. Lander Camera
Apply data compression algorithms. Select most appropriate
algorithm for each picture. Assign recovery priority to each
picture.
iV-12
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3. PLSSS System
Adaptively adjust terminal propulsion to land in safest
landing area.
The landing site selection system is :an aid in putting .the
lander down in a smooth area to reduce the chances of tumbling
or damage by large rocks that could touch the body of the lander.
The_dlng site selection system would start operating after
the lander's aeroshell is jettisoned. A TV camera images the
scene belew including the landing footprint, i.e., the area that
can be reached by maneuvering the lander. This area is divided
into 16 regions that are evaluated for roughness with a simple
filtering and threshold circuit. The lander is then guided
toward the region of minimum roughness.
Benefits Increased chance of success. Increased choice of
landing region with acceptable safety.
4. PLSSS Vidicon
Adjust field-of-view and timing during descent to obtain
nested photos. Optimize photo-taking during terminal phase to
provide data to plan rover sorties.
Adaptive features include exposure control and sensing the
attitude variations of the lander to avoid making pictures at
the peaks of the attitude swings.
Benefits Provides exact location of landing site on orbiter
pictures. Increases rover safety and efficiency.
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5. PLSSS System
During emtry, use a correlation mode to steer the entry ve-
hicle toward a predetermined surface feature (footprint reduction).
Prior to parachute deployment, switch to contrast avoidance mode
for safe landing.
Benefits This terminal guidance system permits landing pre-
c_raelyatafeatm_ identified from orbital observation. It is
much cheaper than inertial guidance of comparable accuracy.
6. Boom Sampler
When processor soil level sensor indicates inadequate sample
obtained, repeat acquisition sequence (max of N times).
7. Boom Sampler
Repeatedly lower boom to surface until contact, with sequen-
tial boom extension to measure surface profile. Computer then
directs boommovements that allow (I) sampling from topmost sur-
face layer, or (2) traversing a short distance above surface to
allow magnetic pickup.
8. Lander Drill
Adjust feed rate for maximum penetration at minimum energy
expenditure and to measure mechanical properties of material.
9. Lander Drill
Adjust auger insertion rate to avoid soil compression and to
stay within the performance ratings of the mechanisms.
IV-14
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I0. Soil Gas S_le r
Throttle gas purge to adaptively match soil permeability and
inject gas most efficiently.
11. SoilGas Sampler
S_le collection intervals determined by reaching critical
pressUre_i_VBt_es in effluent stream.
12. So,IGas Sampler
Adjust heater power to maintain constant temperature rate
in soil.
13. Lander XRFS _(X-Ray_-FJ.uorescence.Spectr0metpr.)
Terminate data accumulation as soon as data satisfies mini-
mum statistical criterion.
The strategy and benefits are the same as discussed under
24 below.
14. Lander XRFS
Compare spectra with previously taken results to determine
whether sample is unique. If it is, increase counting time.
15. Lander XRFS
Employ calibration flag if K ratio is very large or very
small. Program calibration flag frequency based upon temperature
rate of change.
Because the potassium and calcium lines overlap, it is hard
to measure a small amount of one in the presence of a large
IV-15
amount of the other. Adaptive reaction is to calibrate with a
pure Ca or K target and increase the counting time. Temperature
changes will upset the spectrometer calibration. The adaptive
system will automatically recalibrate when the temperature changes
more than a specified amo.nt.
Benefits G_od spectra will be obtained every time. It will
_t be necess_ to hold a smupleuntil the spectrum has been
examined on Earth to see whether it needs to be repeated, Many
more samples can be processed.
16. AlphaBackscatter
Dump data each time the temperature change exceeds a preset
limit.
Temperature drift during the long counting time changes the
energy calibration and smears the spectrum. Dumping (recording)
the data more often when temperature change is rapid permits
reconstruction of a good spectrum.
Benefits Permits cruder temperature control and saves cost.
17. Alpha Backscatter
Frequency of internal calibration is tied to temperature
changes.
Same as 15 above.
18. X-Ray-.Diffractometer
Goniometer dwell time is varied on statistical criterion to
enhance accuracy while minimizing analysis time.
Same as 24 below.
IIV-16
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•19,- X-Ray-Biffractometer
Increase counting time at certain critical angles.
X-ray diffraction is extrenely valuable because it permits
identification of mineral types by their crystal lattice param-'
eters. _ting time is usually long, and it can be reduced
somewhatby themethodaXreadydescrlbed--co_tingfora shorter
i_ high. m,..ver, the typi_l spe_t,.,mis
mostly background and has only a small percentage in high peaks
where time _-,be saved.
There is a more promising way to sa_e time (or improve re-
suits with fixed time). It is important to get good signal-to-
noise ratio on the shoulders of the peaks to fix their angles
precisely and also to detect smaller peaks that tend to be
masked by larger ones. After a fast scan, additional time can
be given to critical angles.
Benefits Better spectra with less instrument time, and
therefore more samples analyzed. An alternative is to save
cost with a weaker x-ray source requiring less weight in
shielding.
20, Water. Detector .(DSC/EGA)
Temperature error signal sent to adaptive controller, which
adjusts and measures power required to null error.
21. Wet Chemistry Analyzer
Monitor progress of reactions and adaptively control oper-
ating parameters (temperatures, pressures, times, etc.) and
sequencing.
i _
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This equipment analyzes soil samples for the presence of op-
tlcally active m, lno acids. On Earth, these are produced only
by living things.
The operation is complex. In one design of the experiment,
70 actions are perf_ in a sequence at 34 different times.
Eight temperatures are controlled. Twenty-four valves are used
to control the prosxess of the sample and the addition of nine
reagents and other consumables. The experiment is adaptive in
that it uses temperature sensors, a liquid level detector, and
a detector for ammonium hydroxide. Unless it is put in a landed
system that is designed to furnish computational services to the
experimenters, the control system must be provided by special
hardware at considerable cost in design, weight, and verification
and a loss in flexibility. The current approach is to design
the chemistry to minimize the need for adaptability. If adapta-
bility is easily provided by the central computer, the require-
ments on the chemistry may be relaxed yielding a further decrease
in cost.
Benefits Reduced cost in development and hardware. Success-
ful operation over wider range of soil composition, etc.
22. Wet Chemistry Analyzer
Use peak-selector algorithm to compress data from gas
chromatography detector.
23. Wet Chemistry_ Analyzer
Safe the instrument in case of a power dropout.
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24. Advanced. B.iolo_i¥
Analyze mass spectrometer quick scan for results and adjust
dwell times of the following scan to maximize accuracy.
In mass spectrometers and many other instrmaents 3 events are
counted to measure abundances or other parameters. The number
of events actually counted in given time interval is a statistical
quantity whose standard deviation (ram error) is equal to the
square root of the expected number of events. If, for instance
we want the standard deviation in the abundance of each mass
number to be less than 37o, about I000 counts are needed for each
mass number. In ordinary practice, the counting time at each
mass number is the same and is chosen to give an adequate number
of events for the more rare mass numbers and many more events
than are needed for the abundant mass numbers. Of course some
compromise must be made with any specification of a percentage
error for the very rare mass numbers.
Because the abundances typically range over many orders of
magnitude, considerable time can be saved by using variable
counting times. A simple rule is: count until N events are
counted or T seconds have elapsed; record the time for N events
or the number of events for T seconds. Using this rule on
typical mass spectra (for example see R. Radmer and B. Kok in
Life Soiences and Space Research X. Akademie-Verlag, Berlin,
1972) reduces counting time by a factor of 2 or better.
Benefits Counting time is reduced. For the advanced biology
experiment this means less gas is needed, and the saving can be
realized in greater experiment life or greater sensitivity.
Either way the chance of detecting life is increased.
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. 25. Advanced Biology ,,_
=r When a change in gas composition occurs for a given cell, in-
crease sampling rate to better define the kinetics of the reactions.
The distinction between ordinary chemical reactions and those
mediated by llvlnE organisms will be based on the rates and shapes
of their variations with time. Some reactions will be slow. Others
and then stop. Organisms that are dor-
mant may show no activity for many days and then metabolize rapid-
ly after awaking, Figure IV-I shows some of the types of curves
that have been:obtained with terrestrial soil. Choosing the fre-
quency for sampling the gas is difficult. Tf it is too long the
sudden changes will not be recorded in detail, and if the gas is
sampled too often it may all be used up before the action starts.
Some relief will be obtained by taking the next sample after
a time that depends on the rate of change indicated by the re-
sults of the last two samples. This is illustrated by the
crosses in the figure. Changes can be monitored for all the
mass numbers so that a rapid increase or decrease in any com-
ponent will decrease the sampling rate.
Benefits Quantitative evaluation of the benefits of adaptive
sampling rates depends on the expected reaction dynamics, but a
5070 saving of gas with an improvement in the scientific value
seems conservative. If adaptive counting is also used, a given
amount of gas can probably be made to last from four to 10 times
as long.
26. _Advanced Biology/
Safe the instrument when power is transiently removed (power
dropout).
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27. Advanced Biology
Servo control the opening of the leak valve to reach miniunan
acceptable signal.
28. Advanced Bio!ogy
Adaptively determine nutrient additions (e.g., add at plateau
po_ti!_+todet_e+rwhether substrate limited or organism limited
metabolism).
29.. Advanced.Biology
If leak valve becomes stuck in the open position, cycle valve
until shut-down occurs. If valve refuses to clear, actuate back-
up valve.
A malfunction of a sampling valve could be catastrophic since
it would soon bleed off the precious gas from the test cell. Cor-
rective action from Earth would be much too late to do any good,
but on-board detection of failure to shut off could trigger a
cycling of the valve to attempt to get rid of a particle in the
seat, and if that fails a back-up valve can be closed.
Benefits Reduced cost by substituting software for extremely
expensive development and qualification of ultra-reliable valves.
30. Advanced Biology
For temperature effects experiments, control power input to
achieve desired temperature rise and/or inactivation rate.
31. Lander Meteorology
Whenever temperature, pressure, or humidity are not nominal
(i.e., disagree with data previously obtained for that time of
day), go to high data rate mode.
IV-22
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32. Lander. Meteorology
For wind speeds greater than a critical threshold go to
high data-rate mode and test for variability. If gusts detected,
switch to near-continuous readout of wind velocity vector.
33. Rocket/Balloon
Adaptivelyldecrease rate of data accumulation and trans-
mission as range increases, and/or as velocity decreases._
34. Lander. Seismometer
Trigger seismic source when background is low.
Background noise will vary widely. On Earth the seismic
amplitude at the quietest times may be i/i0 of the typical value.
We can also expect large variations on Mars especially if wind
is a major cause of the noise.
For active seismometry, the command to detonate a charge
will not be executed until the noise is low. Since the ampli-
tude of the artificial seism is nearly proportional to the mass
of the explosive charge, the charge can be reduced in the same
ratio as the background noise amplitude.
Benefits With the conservative assumption that the noise
can be reduced to 1/5 by choosing quiet times, the benefits can
be realized as an 80% saving in charge weight, 5 times as many
shots, or a distance increase in the same ratio. An alternative
is to reduce cost by leaving the seismometer in the lander (in-
stead of deploying it) and relying on the adaptive system to
choose a time when the lander is quiet.
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I 35, Lander-Seismometer
Apply data compression algorithms. Type of algorithm is
selected according to amount and characteristics of data accumu-
lated.
36, Lander Seismometer
_iO_, natural events in order of desirability of re-
trieval, with low priority for monitoring of lander mechanisms
actuations.
37, Lander Seismometer
Adaptively adjust sensor tilt after landing until true level
is attained.
38, -LanderSeismometer
Select maximum bandpass required during recording of a
natural event.
39, Small Rover (SR). Scoop
Adaptively repeat sample acquisition until adequate amount
of material is collected.
40, SR XRFS
Store cumulative spectral data during traverse to establish
baseline composition. Detect changes in composition by spectral
differencing.
This type of transition detection is discussed in Volume II.
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41. SR TV
Process images using rock finding algorithm. Take close-up
photos of detected rocks.
The algorithm is detailed in Reference I*.
Benefits See 42 below for an example of how this adaptive
mode can be use d .
42. SR
Use sensors and adaptive capabilities to manipulate the
environment.
A major reason for having a rover is to manipulate the Mar-
tian surface and go part way toward bridging the gap between a
passive observer and a geologist on_ the scene with hands, feet_
and hammer.
An adaptive system that uses the outputs of force and posi-
tion sensors on the sampling arms-and rover drives will be able
to do such things as digging trenches and testing the mechanics
of the soil much more efficiently than a non-adaptive system
that can only be commanded in terms of wheel revolutions and
specified displacements and angles for the sampling arms.
As a typical interactive task, consider how a rover would
turn over a rock on the surface so that its underside can be
observed. The strategy for the small rover is to drive its
sampler against the rock slightly below the surface and then
lift the rock and roll it over by a coordinated raising of the
sampler and forward motion on the rover's wheels (see Figure
IV-2).
* References listed on page IV-34.
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The unadaptive rover's first problem is making gentle con-
tact with the rock. The rock should be lifted out and not
pushed horizontally destroying the information in the soil be-
neath it. The approach must therefore be made in several approxi-
mations each of which require a one-day turn-around time if an
orbiter relay is used.
When lifting starts it must be done cautiously. Tf the rock
does not move, the rover can turn itself over with its sampler.
Coordination between forward motion and lifting will be
difficult at best. The unpleasant alternatives are small in-
cremental motions each requiring a day of elapsed time and
bolder action with risk of dropping the rock.
The adaptive system has everything needed to get the job
done in one day with one set of commands. Since several dif-
ferent actions will be commanded with one transmission, it is
probably a good idea to check them out on Earth with a duplicate
rover and a rock of about the same size and shape (the underground
shape can only be guessed at) in similar soil.
The rock-finding algorithm described in Reference I can be
used here for terminal guidance, although other methods are also
possible.
Benefits Table IV-3 compares the time required for this
task with non-adaptive and adaptive systems.
43. SR Scoop
For attempt to pick up a rock, cycle the acquisition sequence
until a rock is detected in the hopper.
m
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Day 0
Day I
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 0
Day i
Day 2
Table IV-3 Turning Over a Rock with a Rover
Non-Adaptively
Scientist sees rock 5 m from rover. Requests
that it be turned over and photographed.
Rover approaches to 1 m from rock. Makes
picture.
Rover approaches to 0.i m from rock. Makes
picture.
Rover pushes sampler against rock. Raises
sampler 5 cm. Makes picture.
Rover drives forward 1 cm, raises sampler 5 on.
Drives forward 2 cm, raises sampler 5 on.
Makes picture.
Rover drives forward 20 on. (Rock falls over.)
Makes picture.
Rover drives backward 1 meter and makes
picture.
Adaptively
Scientist sees rock 5 m from rover. Explains
to rover specialist that he wants it turned
over and photographed. Rover specialist
writes set of instructions.
Instructions are now tested using duplicate
rover in laboratory on Earth. Revisions are
made until operation is satisfactory.
Rover approaches within I m of rock. Locates
it exactly with camera and rock-finding al-
gorithm. Puts sampler within i0 cm of rock.
Pushes sampler down with controlled force.
Drives forward until sharp change in sampler
force indicates contact. Raises sampler while
driving forward to maintain correct ratio of
sampler and drive forces. Senses release of
forces, drives backward and makes pictures.
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44. SR Gamma-Spectrometer
Initiate long-term data accumulation only after total count-
rate is below the RTG interference level.
45. 5R Gamma-Spectrometer
In the event background increases to a statistically signifi-
_t,_t, initiate timed sequence of spectra accumulation and
-i.!!_._£_'i_/i!_!_i,-;....
_g_e,g., solar flare event detection).
•46,: Dep1_ed _Seismometer
Same as 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38.
47. Neutron Activation
Frequency of spectral dumps determined by rate of signal
decay, to provide adequate half-life determinations without
excess data accumulation and storage.
48. _Neutron Activation
Adaptively adjust source exposure period to attain response
at some predetermined level above background.
49. Medium Rover (MR)..Drill
Same as 8.
50. MR XRFS
Same as 14, 15, and 40.
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51. MR-Meteorology
s_--e as 31, 32, and 33.
52., Organic Sieve
Terminate analysis as soon aspositive indication of yes or
no on organic content. This allows maximum nmn_er of analyses
for the limited supply of consumables.
53. Lander Camera
Measure atmospheric absorption and scattering properties dur-
ing the day (hazes, clouds, etc.) by tracking and scanning Sun
direction for direct brightness and aureole characterization.
Include in computer memory the profile for a "nominal" day and
look for changes. May be particularly effective at sunrise and
Sunset.
54. Lander Camera
Track as in 53 above to determine night time haze and cloud
activity.
55. Lander Camera
Search for clouds and for changes in the terrain. Take time-
lapse pictures of clouds and detailed pictures of changed terrain
areas.
This mode is described in detail and evaluated in Volume II.
Benefits Routine sky pictures can not be taken often enough
to be sure of recording clouds. Time lapse series are out of the
question unless clouds have been detected.
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The remaining reactions involve multiple instruments.
I. Wind Sensor _- Lander Camera
When wind exceeds a set threshold, pan the camera lens from
downwind direction to +_.90 ° from downwind. This provides pic-
tures of wind-blown material with minimum damage to lens. Early
in the mission always place the camera in the stowed position
when wind is excessive.
Benefits Records data on windstorms not otherwise available
while reducing danger of damage to camera windows.
2. Wind. Sensor-_ Surface Sampler
Use wind velocity vector to prevent boom operation during
possible dust storm. Also, when transferring sample, do so only
when wind is below a predetermined value.
3, Rocket Launcher
If cloud detected, determine coordinates, aim rocket, and
launch. Attempt measurement of meteorological parameters through
cloud.
4.. Wind Sensor- Rocket Launcher
When wind conditions are appropriate, launch rocket with
smoke puffs for upper winds tracking.
The adaptive system can assure that best results are achieved
by triggering the launch when wind, temperature, sunlight, and
time of day are just right. The human team on Earth would make
the decision to launch and give a command to be executed at the
next time that conditions are within specified tolerances.
I |
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Launch by direct command would have to rely on good weather
forecasts for Mars.
5; Lander-XRFS - ABS - XRD
Since the ABS and XED are slow, high-energy-cons_ption analy-
ses relative to the XRFS, use the XRFS data to decide if a sample
is very similar to one already analyzed. If so, may decide to by-
pass ABS and XRDmeasurements.
6_-IntegrBted--Geo]ogy.- Wind, Sensor-- Sampler Boom
If wind is strong enough and from the proper direction, posi-
tion the sampler head next to the integrated geology acceptance
funnel and use as a deflector to collect wind-blown material for
analysis.
7. Lander. Camera - DSC/EGA
Using search mode for camera, look for frost formation on
soil surface. If detected, attempt to collect a sample (boom or
rover) for analysis by the DSC/EGA instrument.
8. DSC/EGA-_ntegrated Geology
A sample showing a different quantity of water of crystalli-
zation from previous samples has high priority for analysis by
the integrated geology.
9. DSC/EC_-- Meteero.logy ....Sampler Boom.
Desire one sample at coldest part of the night to test for
maximum condensed component. Likewise, desire sample at warmest
part of the day for comparison.
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10. Seismometer- Lander Mechanisms
When a significant event is detected, inhibit all lander
mechanisms except those required for survival.
11. Seism0meter - WindSensor - Lander Mechanisms
Periods when wind speed is low and when the lander is mechani-
cally quiescent are high priority periods for acquisition of data
on seismic noise background.
i
12. Seismometers - Seismic Source
Use seismometer to detect when noise is sufficiently low for
conducting the active seismic experiment, i.e., set-off the source
on the basis of low outputs from the seismometers.
13. Lander Camera - Rover Camera
Upon detection of targets of interest (e.g., albedo patches,
clouds, etc.) direct the rover to a position for optimum stereo
baseline, aim both cameras, and take pictures simultaneously.
14. Neutron Scatter - Rover Guidance
t
When backscatter maximum is detected, rover enters systematic
search mode of traversing the area to seek water maximum.
15. Rocket/Balloon
Track rocket plume (or released chemicals) or balloon using
the lander and rover cameras. Adaptively follow the dispersion.
Size the picture and picture-taking frequency.
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16.. Organic Sieve - Wet Chemistry.- Adv..Biology
Save data on organic sieve measurements and compare new re-
sults with old. If a sample has significantly higher organic
content, take extra material, make beeline for lander, signal
ground control at first opportunity, and deliver material to wet
chemistry and advanced biology instruments for analysis.
17. Neutron Scatter - DSC/EGA
If anomalously high hydrogen content detected, attempt to
return with sample to lander in short order and transfer to DSC/
EGA for analysis.
18. Rover XRFS---Organic Sieve - Neutron-Scatter - Trays
Use the data from the XRFS, organic sieve, and neutron scatter
to evaluate the relative novelty of samples, and hence whether
to discard or save in trays.
19. Rover TV - Gyro/Clinometer/Odometer
Take TV pictures each time rover has advanced by some nominal
distance. When inclinometer readings indicate a new sun,air has
been reached, take panoramic picture.
|
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V. ADAPTIVE-CONTROL SYSTEM
- - _ m,--- = .........
This chapter describes an adaptive control system that is
suitable for a Mars lander with or without a rover. Three levels
of control are used. The lowest level is concerned with the
operation of individual experiments or subsystems and is em-
bodied in software packages _a_led "operating routines." Some
of the operating routines are simple, such as the one for con-
_rolling a sequence of meteorological measurements. Others are
more complex and may involve adaptive features--rover guidance
with hazard avoidance is an example.
The next level of control is performed by the "executive
controller." The executive controller determines which routines
will be active at a particular time_ and it is therefore the
part of the system that decides when to perform all the scien-
tific and engineering tasks. The success of the mission will
depend on how well it performs this function.
Control at the top level is, of course_ exercised by the
teams of scientists and others on the Earth. Since there is
little control over the design of this most important part of
the adaptive system_ it must be acconm_odated with an interface
that permits it to operate with top efficiency.
Section A discusses the objectives of the system design and
the general approach. Sections B and C describe the executive
controller and the operating routine structure in detail.
Section D tells how the computer requirements for the adaptive
system were determined.
l
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A. OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
I....ObJg)_9;yes/:_of;an; Executlve Controller
Consider first what characteristics are desirable in an
executive controller.
a. Flexibility - The controller must be easy to modify at
any timeuntil the end of the mission. During the period before
 i,t,andorb,r,. llo ti uetoget on
how to improve the adaptive system. Unless great flexibility has
beendes_into the system from the beginning, it will be nec-
essary tO freeze the program at some relatively early time, and
the benefit of later thought will be lost and creative people
frustrated.
After landing, many changes will be desirable to adjust to
actual conditions and discoveries.
b. Scope of Control - It is impossible to predict all the
types of interactions and the modes of control that will become
desirable during a mission. Therefore we want to be able to
program the controller to start andstop any operation in res-
ponse to any reasonable function of the scientific and engineer-
ing data that are being gathered as well as commands from Earth.
If the system is designed so that the computer has access to all
the data generated on board, planning and software design become
easier because it is not necessary to decide in advance what data
will be used to control each function of the landed system. Vik-
ing will give a lot of information about two landing sites, but
these may be very different from the place where a later lander
touches down. Scientific discoveries are obviously unpredictable
and may greatly change the mission priorities. Performance of
the various engineering and scientific systems is also uncertain--
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scientific equipment can fail partially or totally, optical de-
vices can be degraded by dust and abrasion, rovers can perform
better or worse than expected because of soil properties and the
lower Martian gravity, and the available power may be near the top
or bottom of the predicted range of the power system. Adjust-
ment to these uncertainties can and should be made from Earth by
modifying the stored programs in the on-board computer.
.... _i_\__!ii_
c. _achine Interface - The executive controller inter-
faces intimately with the people who run the mission. It is the
principai set of controls that they will use to make the landed
system do what they want, and it is important to make it easy to
understand and use. It should also reduce the amount of tedious
work required for scheduling the many different operations that
the lander and rover will perform.
The responsibility for controlling the mission is divided
between scientific and mission operations teams. The scientists
optimize the scientific return, and the operations team must
assure the safety of the mission. The organization of the execu-
tive controller should reflect this division, and the science
team should be able to change the emphasis and operation of the
various scientific experiments without the risk of inadvertently
jeopardizing the success of the whole mission. Elaborate cycles
of approval and verification should be avoided so that scientific
decisions can be made and executed in a short time.
d. Increasin 5 Autonomy as the Mission Progresses - The sys-
tem should be able to perform with varying degrees of autonomy.
At the start of a mission almost all operations will be by direct
command or predetermined sequence. During this period the system
will be checked out, the environment in the immediate vicinity of
the lander will be assessed, and detailed scientific objectives
L V-4
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will be reviewed and modified to take advantage of the first
findings. Rov_ perfoxm=nce on the l_rtian surface will be
checked. The diurnal te_erature cycle will be established,
and the basic soil composition will be determined. Using the
first panoramic pictures, the human team wall plan safe initial
sorties. As confidence is established in the system's ability
to make good decisions and in the operation of hazard avoidance
and!other "_t_ more autonomy will be granted to increase
the rates of exploration and sample taking.
. i Toward the end of the mission, the region close to the
lander wili have been thoroughly explored, and the rover may be
sent on long excursions, even out of communication range, since
the chance of finding something new will be worth the risk of
losing the rover.
2. Approach
Figure V-i shows the overall organization of an adaptive
system which allows two groups of ground controllers, the science
team and the mission operations group to exercise control over a
single set of science and engineering hardware almost indepen-
dently of each other. As can be seen from this figure, the
science team's input to control is in terms of priority--"How
much do we want to do this action?" The mission operations in-
put is in terms of feasibility--"Is it safe for the total mission
if this action is allowed?"
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Figure V-1 Executive Controller Approach
a. Operation - At regular intervals, say once a minute, the
executive controller makes up a list of things todo during the
next minute. The choice of activities is based on priority and
feasibility.
Priority is a numerical index of the desirability of
doing each thing at the present time. The equations that deter-
mine priority are the responsibility of the science team. Typi-
cal items in the priority equation are listed here:
Continuity. An action that has been started but is not
complete will get an increment in its priority pro-
portional to the importance of not interrupting it.
Distance travelled or time since last action. Many
activities, e.g., weather measurements, soil analy-
sis, and panoramas should be done at more or less
regular intervals. A component of priority that
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increases with time or distence since the last oper-
ation wi!igive sufficient regularity without requir-
ing a fixed schedule that could, prevent response to
transients or discoveries.
Difficulty in mobility. If the rover is unable to get
around a hazard in a certainnumber of tries or if
it encounters other serious problems, the priority
of taking a pmaoramic picture should be raised enough
to assure its prompt selection.
Interesting discovery. For example, a change in soil
type, detected as a change in propulsive effort or
by other means, would greatly increase the priority
for taking a sample.
Weather. A high wind should alter the priority equation
for sampling the collector of atmospheric dust.
Time of day. A search for clouds will probably have
higher priority in the afternoon although it is
conceivable that afternoon clouds may turn out to be
commonplace in which case emphasis can be shifted to
the morning hours by revising the priority equation.
Conmuands. The actions of the landed system can conven-
iently be controlled by issuing commands, through
priority changes. The priority of a particular
action can be increased (by command from Earth) to
a value higher than can be reached by any other
action so that it is sure to be chosen as soon as
its feasibility equation is satisfied. Alternatively,
a somewhat lower priority can be assigned which will
assure that the equipment is turned on providing that
V-7
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its feasibility conditions are met and that some un-
usual circumstances have not occurred. The unusual
circumstances" would be due to transient events such as
engineering or envir_tal changes. An instrument
can be permanently turned off by making its priority
unconditionally equal to zero•
Feasibility is computed as "yes" or "no". The yes
answer means that the action can be taken without violating rules
set up by them_ion operations team. Typical items in the
feasibility equations include available power, ambient and in-
ternal t_tures, wind speeds that endanger camera lenses,
and hazards to a rover. Conflicts between actions can also
affect feasibility--it is not feasible to make a picture with a
fax camera on a rover while it is in motion. If some action must
be prevented, perhaps because of equipment failure, the feasi-
bility equation can be modified from the Earth to give an uncon-
ditional "no".
b• Orsanization - Figure V-2 shows the overall organization
and interface between the controlling computer and the lander/
rover hardware •
A status array, which is accessible by both the lander/
rover hardware and by the various computer subroutines, forms
a major portion of the interface. This status array contains
numeric values which have one or more of the following functions.
• constants
• input parameters used by operating routines to
control their associated hardware
• outputs of the lander hardware used in the decisions
of the executive controller
• values indicating the status of various engineering
subsystems.
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An equally important portion of the hardware/software
interface is the equation cache which holds the equations by
which the executive controller determines the priorities and
feasibilities for the various possible actions.
Both the status array and the equation cache are easily
changed by ground command which then provides the human inter-
face. ......
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B. EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER
Figure V-3 displays the overall block diagram for the execu-
tive controller which was developed during the course of this
contract and whlch was also used in the system simulation shown
in _er. VI. A detailed description is given in Appendix A of
this volume. The present version of this controller performs
___output functions which will not be required in
the operational program. The present controller size is used in
e_t_ating._therequired computer capabilities without making
allowa_ce..for these surplus functions in order to provide a con-
servative result.
1. Main Executive Controller_Program
The first block of Figure V-3 is entitled "Read/Write of In-
put Data" and represents the function of initial loading of the
computer memory prior to liftoff. A portion of this memory was
described as the status array in Section A. Other sections of
input data read in at this time are the priority and feasibility
equations which govern the interactions between the various oper-
ating routines. After initialization, the system enters a cyclic
mode where each computer loop relates to the actual mission cycles
being simulated.
The system operates on a dual cycle scheme in which a fast
monitor cycle (about every second) samples those operating rou-
tines which have been identified as having a fast time constant.
In addition, a configuration cycle (about every minute) determines
the set of active operating routines for the next configuration
cycle. An example of an operating routine which must be sampled
each monitor cycle might be one which controls the motion of a
I
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Figure V-3 Executive Controller Block Diagram
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rover. The rover performance can be increased by using the com-
puter to det_ne hazardous conditions. However, the computer
must have access to the rover sensors often enough to limit rover
travel to 1 to 2 centimeters between hazard checks. This same
i to 2 centimeters also determines the positional accuracy for
the rover,
At the start of each mission time interval, a test is made to
detezmCne it_:it;is time to start a configuration cycle. When a
configuration cycle begins, all priority equations of the system
are evaluated and the results are sorted into descending order.
Then the feasibility equations are evaluated in the order just
determined, highest priority first. As an operating routine is
found to be feasible it is placed on an active components list.
Sooner or later further additions to this list are found to be un-
feasible because of power or memory constraints. Figure V-3
shows that by-passes are provided for those operating routines
which either have a zero priority or which are found to be un-
feasible. No additions can be made to the active list until the
start of the next configuration cycle, although deletions can be
made during monitor cycles.
For those components which are to be sampled each monitor
cycle, it may be determined that an experiment should be ter-
minated during the course of the configuration cycle. For
example, the wind might rise to a high value requiring the
covering of optical surfaces before the next configuration cycle.
The portion of Figure V-3 which is concerned with the monitor
cycle was not actually programned in the present version of the
program and is therefore shown in dashed lines.
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order to facilitate c_ng_g of _e _terrelationship be-
twe_ the various operating routines, _e priority and feasibili-
ty e_ations are stored, transmitted _d used as a group of bi-
nary bits. _erefore, even _e most complicated equations can
be completely changed in 8 seconds of _e 4 BPS comm_duplink.
_dition, indi_al values in the status array_y be easily
changed by transmitting a s_ilar binary conanand to the lander.
_e general fo_at arrang_ents for these two types of trans-
missions are sho_ below:
a. _uation Fo_at
I i Ibits 2-8 Ibits 9-13 Ibits 14-23 I bits 24-33
L L "up to 31 IO-bit blocksn_ber of 10-bit blocks to follow
index of concerned c_ponent
b. Ground Command Fo_at
I i0000000 I bits 9-13 I bits 15-23 Lbits 24-37 I bits 38-51 I bits 52-65J
index of concerned c_ponent
code of value meaning
ground command indication
A subroutine I_0G is used to read and decode input
equations and ground commands since this function is called for
in two different places in the main progr_. Figure V-4 is a
block diagr_ of this routine. Following the first bit (which
is used to indicate the end of transmission when it has a value
of zero)the next seven bits are decoded into an equation index
which indicates the sepcific routine to which the particular
equation is associated. _en this index is zero the transmission
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Figure V-4 Subroutine IN-LOG Block Diagram
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is not an equation but rather a ground command, indicating a
change in a particular value in the status array. In Figure V-4,
the branch startlngwlth statement 4 is applicable if 3 # 0 and
the command is a change in either a feasibility of a priority
equaticm; or the branch starting with statement 7 is applicable
if J = 0, for a commanded change in the status array.
Bits9 tbxul3 are decoded to an integer which either is the
:
number of lO'blt words in the equation to follow or a code which
designates the meaning of the change to the status array. In
the case of equations, the bit array of the ground co_nand is
stored as a series of 20 digit octal numbers and for the status
array change the applicable values are stored in the proper lo-
cations in the array.
Appendix A contains a detailed description of the subroutine
INLOG.
3. LOARG - Equation Evaluator
A subroutine LOARG is used to evaluate both feasibility and
priority equations. This subroutine is called in three differ-
ent places in the main program. The evaluation of the two types
of equations is carried out in the same manner except for the
last step: after evaluating a feasibility equation, if the
answer is greater than zero the result is set equal to I other-
wise it is set equal to -I.
Figure V-5 is a block diagram of the subroutine LOARG. In
the first box the equation is fetched from the equation cache
and each of the 10-bit blocks which make up the equation is con-
sidered in turn. The first bit in each block determines the
purpose of the block. If the bit is a one, it indicates an
address in the status array; if a zero, it indicates an operator
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code. When the first bit is a one, the remaining 9 bits are de-
coded directly into one of 511 addresses in the status array and
the number of arguments NA is incremented.
When the first bit in the block is a zero, the next 4 bits
are decoded as one of 15 possible operator codes, and the appro-
priate operation is perfomed between the previously stored argu-
ers. After this operation_is performed, the result is stored
and the number of stored arguments, NA, decremented. Since the
15 possible operator codes only require four bits for coding,
bits 7 through i0 are then examined to decode a second operator.
Table V-I lists the operators which have been identified for
use. It should be noted that codes 12, 13, and 14 have not been
assigned and that further, the operators 7, 8, I0 and ii are not
performed between two previously stored arguments and therefore
the number of arguments is not decremented after their use.
The general form of the feasibility and priority equations
is termed Polish notation which differs from normal algebraic
notation in that no brackets are required. As used in this pro-
gram, an equation is read from left to right storing each suc-
cessive variable in a "push-down stack" until an operator is
read. The operator is applied between the two variables at the
top of the stack (except in the case of the operators 7, 8, I0
and ii). The answer is then re-stored in the stack, so that
one less variable (or argument) is now contained in the stack.
In the example shown below, the Polish equation is read in from
the right a symbol at a time, and the Contents of the push-down
stack are shown on the left. If the proper number of operators
is provided, the evaluation of the equation is the only content
of the push-down stack when the equation is completely read in.
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Table V-I Equation Operators
Type Operators _ Cod____ee
Multiply A x B 0001
Addition A + B 0010
Arithmetic
Division A ÷ B 0011
Subtraction A - B 0100
AND A fl B 0101
Boolean 01% A U B 0110
NOT A 0111
Remarks
The lesser of A and B
The greater of A and B
Minus A
Equal A = I000
If A If B I001
Special p A p I010
C A c i011
Set J = A iiii
=I if A=J or =-I if
A#J where J is the
index of component
=i if AP.B or =0 if A<B
Evaluates priority
equation at A
Evaluates continuity
equation at A
Sets the index of the
equation equal to pre-
viously stored value A.
In this way equation A
is treated as a con-
tinuation of the last
equation.
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Push-Down Stack Equation to be Read
ABC-D+*
A BC-D+*
A B C-D+*
A B C -D+*
A (B-C) D + *
D + *
A (B-C)+D *
A*[(B-C)+D]
4. Bit Run-- Bit Compressor
Since the executive controller is progrmmned in Fortran
rather than in the computer assembly language, each of the bits
which makes up a feasibility or priority equation must be given
a separate 60-bit storage location in order that the individual
bits may be treated separately. Reserving a 322 word array for
a single equation uses considerable memory, but the total equa-
tion cache must have room for two such equations for each of a
maximum of 63 operating routines (40,572 60-bit words). Entry
point SETBIT of this routine packs the 322 possible bits into
six 20-digit octal numbers for each equation. These six words
for the 126 allowed equations plus the 322 word array for the
equation under consideration (1108 60-bit words) allows reduction
in storage by a factor of 40.
Entry point GETBIT reverses the operation to load the 322
word array with bits from the six 20-digits octal numbers. The
322 word array is labeled L(322) and the octal equation cache is
labeled CACHE(6,163). The dimension of 163 stems from a con-
venience where the priority equations have the indexes i through
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63 and the comparable feasibility equations the indexes i01
Chrou_ Zf_3, •
A co_plete listlng of BITRUN is given in Appendix A.
5. _ Typical Equation
In order to provide insight into the formation and use of
the £e_sib_t_ and priority equations, an example of an equation
used in theorem s_ulation is given below. First an English
version of the equation conditions is formed, and the numerical
quantities (variables) are either arbitrarily assigned locations
in the status array or their previously assigned locations are
determined. The next step is to form a normal algebraic equa-
tion using these addresses and the proper operators. This equa-
tion is then converted into Polish notation, the operators are
coded, and the result written in binary form. Below this con-
version is the set of octal digits which are stored in the equa-
tion cache.
English:
Algebraic:
Polish:
Binary:
Octal:
The priority for high rate seismometry is the number
stored in location T(450) when the seismic limit in
V(58) has been exceeded or it is equal to the number
stored in location V(449) if the index of the high
rate seismometry is stored in location V(13) (com-
manded on).
[V(450) * V(58)] U [V(449) * V(13) =]
V(450) V(58) * V(449) V(13) = * U
1 1_01011.00_I111 111 000 010 1 000 111 010 0 0001 0 0000
1 111 000 001 1 000 001 101 0 1000 0 0001
0 0110 0 0000
7 words to follow
Index of High Rate Seismometer Operating Routine
--Priority equation indicator
626376060_2020360301 5200460_000000000000
" two 20-digit words
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C. OPERATINGROUTINES
The purpose of the operating routines is to operate the vari-
ous science instruments and engineering subsystems. In general,
these hardware components can be operated in various modes, and
for the most part a different operating routine is programmed for
each significantly different mode of operation. As a minimum, an
Operating routine will turn on the hardware and turn it off again
when its function is accomplished. In the system simulation rou-
tlnes, the function of maintaining the power consumption and data
memory bookkeeping is also performed by the operating routine.
The form and purpose of any specific routine is of course
determined by its associated hardware. Chapter IV-A listed a
large number (54) of adaptive reactions called the "single input
class". In order for these reactions to be effected, progranm_ing
must be provided in the specific operating routine, since these
reactions are concerned with a single instrument and operating
routine. The 20 examples of multiple input adaptive reactions
are, of course, determined by the appropriate feasibility and
priority equations. For the above reasons, actual operating
routines can only be approximated in the absence of detailed
ins trument designs.
Figure V-6, Operating Routine Block Diagram, represents only
those functions which must be performed by a minimal routine.
Additional sequencing and prograrmning to control single input
adaptive reactions will normally be added into the box following
statement 8 in the block diagram. The boxes entitled "Perform
Turn-off Functions" and "Perform Turn-on Functions" normally are
used to generate values for the status array which are required
to control other operating routines.
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The network following statement 4 is useful when an instru-
ment is interrupted during the normal course of its operation.
The resulting action depends on a variable HASTE which in the
event of an interruption and if its value is negative_ terminates
the experiment; if its value is positive, extends the shut-off
time to provide the same duration or if it is zero, it ignores
the interruption.
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D. COMPUTER SIZING
Referring to Figure V-2, five main blocks of system pro-
8ramming can be identified: 1) the executive controller (incleg-
i_ _he sub--tines _, LOAB_, and BITEUN); 2) _he equation
cache; 3) the_ Status array; 4) a set of operating routines, and
5) compu_atio_ routines. Each of these blocks may be sized
4. :_t_ 0__ _ den_inator, memory words required.
These memory words can either be data storage or programming
instructions. The word size used is the 24 bit Viking GCSC
cc_puter word.
1, Executive Controller
The existing executive controller is programmed in Fortran
on a large CDC computer where the progranauing word count is
octal. The number of 60-bit instructions is first converted
to decimal and then to the number of equivalent 24-bit instruc-
tions (by multiplying by 3.15 which is the experienced number
of 15-bit and 30-bit instructions that can be loaded into a
60-bit word in a particular order).
Routine
Control
INLOG
LOAEG
BITEUN
Number of Instructions
60-Bit 24-Bit
Octal Decimal Decimal
422
412
452
71
274
266
298
57
860
835
936
179
2810
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2. Equation Cache
Sufficient capacity was provided for 63 different operating
routines, each of which requires two equations, a priority and
a feasibility--126 in all. Allowance was provided for 31 10-
bit blocks, either status array addresses or operator codes,
plus a 7-bit routine index and a 5-bit block count. The total
_ge of the equation cache is then 322 x 126 = 40,572 bits,
which is 1690 24-bit words.
3. Status Array
The nine-bit address• for a location in the status array
would provide for 511 variables. However, only the first 480
represent single values while the last 31 are the indexes of
parameter arrays which provide a value for each possible oper-
ating routine. Since only 17 of these arrays were needed, the
total status array required 1575 words of memory.
4. Operating Routines
The science complement of the lander and small deluxe rover
were examined to determine what modes of operation would require
separate operating routines. A similar examination was given
to engineering subsystems. Each identified routine was then
estimated as to complexity and the required number of program-
ming words obtained. The estimations were based on the minimal
operating routine described in Section C and on the number of
desired adaptive reactions. Tables V-2 and V-3 list the oper-
ating routines and their memory requirements for the lander and
small rover.
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Table V-2
Inset
l t i
Facslmile Camera
Surface Sms_plez
Drill
Xntegrated Geology
XRFS
ABS
XRD
Water Detector
Advanced Biology
Wet Chemistry
Meteorology
Seismometry
Electrical Power
Data Transmission
Initial Deployment
Sizing of Operating Routines - Lander
Rou_iae Memoryi . i
# Cloud Search 168
# Rover Vlew 50
# Specific View 350
Motion Detector 360
Aerosol Detector 150
Sample Pick-up 100
Dig Trench 250
Surface Profile 350
Feed Rate Control 288
Operation
Sample Sort
Operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
# Operation
Detect Anomaly
# High DataMode
# Operation
# High RateMode
Battery Charge Control
# Priority Assignment
Antenna Control
Sampling Boom
Meteorology Boom
Rover
200
Routine A
210
250
225
300+Routine A
500
200
288
mm_
225
200
300
150
50
50
50
Total 5264
V-27
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Table V-3
Instru_.nt
Sizing of Operating Routines - Small Rover
Control Limit Set
Hazard Identification
Hazard Avoidance
Guidance Calculation
Sm@_InS Control
Misc Storage & Subroutines
Televis ion
Drill
Gamma Spectrometer
XRFS
Seismometer
Routine Memory
MUCAL 157
HI 55
HA 34
NAV 152
157
135DSC, ARMCTL, & CVLN
Standard Small Rover 690
# View Ahead 350
# Panorama ---
Rock Finder Routine B
Control 288
Operation 200
Operation 200
Proximity ---
Survey Routine A
Operation 200
Total Deluxe Additions 1238
Notes: The routine marked with a # in the table above are
included in system simulation described in Chapter VI.
The routines A and B shown in Tables V-2 and V-3
are computational routines which are described in the next
section and are not counted as a part of the operating routine
memory requirements.
The memory requirements for the control of the
standard small rover are described in "Small Rover Mobility and
Sampling Control Requirements," by C. E. Farrell, Martin Mari-
etta Technical _ote, February 1973.
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5. C0mputa_t__pna!._Routines,
Many m_tlcal operations will be of general use in vari-
ous operating routines and therefore memory space can be better
utilized if these operations are progrs_ned as subroutines call-
able by mo=e than one operating routine. Two large routines are
described in the appendixes; a sample screening routine in Ap-
peal ix D and a routine for finding surface rocks in an image in
E:
6. - Sizin_g.-5-_ry
The following blocks of programming and data storage have
been allocated or estimated:
Use
Executive Controller
Miscellaneous Variables
Equation Cache
Status Array
Operating Routines
Lander
Small Rover - Standard
Small Rover - Deluxe Additions
Computational Routines
Routine A- Sample Screening
Routine B - Rock Sample Locator
Words
2810
400
1690
1575
5264
690
1238
1390
200
15257
It should be noted that the operating routines which would
be required by the medium rover have not been estimated. For
the safety Of the rover which will be operating at great dis-
tances from the lander, it has been assumed that the rover will
carry its own computer which should be smaller in requirements
than the lander/small rover combination.
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The number of words o£ computer memory required is to be com-
pared with the present Viking GCSCcomputermemory of 20480 words
only 18432 of which are available for progra_ning use. Approxi-
mately 6000 words of this memory are being used for purposes be-
yond the scope of this study; for example, control of the terminal
descent engines. In order to use the present concept on the pres-
ent computer3 one of two possible actions would be necessary: i)
the adaptive programming must be stored on the tape recorder and
loaded into the computer memory after landing is completed, or
2) the computer memory must be expanded toward the maximmnmem-
ory addressable by the computer word structure of 32768 words.
An additional change must be made; the present Data Acquisi-
tion and Processing Unit (DAPU) which has the functions of pro-
viding intermediate data storage_ sequencing the tape recorder,
and controlling data must be replaced. One possible alternative
is a new unit which contains the additional memory and circuitry
to control the tape recorder while the computer itself controls
the data acquisition. In any event the computer must have access
to the data being generated by the various science instruments
and engineering subsystems in order to base decisions on this
data in an adaptive manner.
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VI. ADAPTIVE SYSTEM SIMULATION
In order to check out the operation of the executive control-
ler and the general system concept, a realistic portion of the
operating routines which would be required by a lander and a
small deluxe rover were programmed and appropriate controlling
equations and status array values provided. Appendix C gives
a detailed listing of these inputs and conditions. The size of
the system was picked to provide an interesting, yet simple
simulation.
Figure VI-I displays the assumed configuration consisting of
12 operating routines. The instruments include a rover camera,
the lander cameras, and the integrated meteorology system. In
addition, rover motion and data transmission are considered.
All instruments operate in more than one mode, but only in one
mode at a time. Each operating mode requires a separate oper-
ating routine to facilitate switching between modes. The prin-
cipal transient events which control the sequencing of these
instruments are indicated. A cloud search routine, upon detect-
ing a cloud, activates a camera mode which takes a TV view of
the cloud. The seismometer and meteorology experiments can
switch themselves into high data rate modes when unusual measure-
ments are taken. The rover on detecting a hazard to its motion,
signals its camera to take a panorama of its surroundings which
in turn calls for a TV view of the rover from the lander camera.
Other interactions not shown include the inhibiting of the
rover motion and the lander camera while the seismometer is in
its high data rate mode, covering the two camera lenses when the
wind exceeds a given value, stopping the rover motion when the
wind exceeds another set value, inhibiting camera operation
VI-2
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except by ground command during darkness, making the rover camera
priorities a function of the distance the rover has travelled,
and constraining the system activity within power and memory
limits.
A random number generator is used to inject "events" such
as hazards to the rover, weather changes, and seismic events.
The following pages show some of the scenario that has been ob-
tained in the form of computer print-out.
Each of the 12 routines is represented by a column in the
print-out.
METEOROLOGY is the regular mode of gathering weather data.
The HI DATA METEOR mode is turned on when the weather is
more interesting than usual. In this mode the meteorological
instruments are sampled more often to record detailed dynamics
of weather changes.
CLOUD SEARCH is a way of using the imaging system to make a
quick check of the sky to see whether clouds are present. In
the CLOUD VIEW mode the imaging system takes pictures where the
clouds were detected.
ROVER VIEW is a picture of the rover taken from the lander.
ROVER PANORAMA (column 9) is a 360 ° view from the rover camera.
Both of these modes are useful in deciding how to give commands
from Earth to get the rover out of trouble if the on-board sys-
tem is unsuccessful.
ROVER MOTION makes the rover proceed according to stored
instructions that have been provided by command from Earth.
For TV VIEW AHEAD, the rover takes a picture of the scene
ahead. It looks down as steeply as possible to record the
VI-4
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details of the ground and looks up far enough to include some
local landmarks. It is normally activated at regular short dis-
tance intervals (2.5 meters as programmed here) but of course
it may be delayed if more urgent (higher priority) actions are
required.
SEISMOMETER and HI RATE SEISMO are the low and high data
rate modes.
DATA XMISSION is the data dump to the orbiter. It normally
?_i_i_ a_#!the orbiter is high enough over the horizon.
Even this important action can be delayed by competing modes of
operation - if they have high enough priorities, although this
does not happen in the following scenario.
Each page of print-out is keyed by a page of explanation.
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VII. COST AND SCHEDULE
A. ADAPTIVE MARS MISSION COSTS
Preliminary cost estimates were made for the four adaptive
Mars missions described in this study. The purpose of the esti-
mates was not so much to develop absolute total costs of the
missions as to identify the additional costs required to fly
adaptive mlssions compared with fixed sequence missions. To
allow this comparison to be made most clearly, the 1979 mission
was chosen as the costing baseline. This permitted cross-
referencing to existing Viking '79 program estimates, and also
avoided the need to mix in space storable propulsion systems
which would have distorted the cost comparisons.
The following ground rules were followed in the estimates:
i. 1979 launch opportunity
2. single launch, no spare spacecraft
3. lander and orbiter costs based on Viking '79
a. maximum inheritance from Viking '75
b. same subcontractors as Viking '75
c. same management interfaces as Viking '75
d. only mandatory spacecraft changes assumed
4. lander and rover costs include 5% target fee
5. orbiter science assumed to be a repeat of the
Viking '75 instruments (visual imaging system,
Mars atmosphere water detector, and infrared thermal
mapper)
6. cost estimates in FY'73 dollars
7. launch vehicle costs not included.
VII-2
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The estimated costs of the four adaptive missions are shown
in Table VII-I.
Orbiter costs include the following cost categories related
to the development and flight of the orbiter spacecraft.
i. project management and support
2. science support
3. mission analysis and engineering
4. orbiter engineering support
_i_, hardware subsystems
6, assembly, test and operations
7. ETR operations
8, mission operations
The lander costs shown in the table include the following
categories of effort:
i. planning and control
2. mission design and flight operations
3. systems engineering
4. parts materials and processes
5. hardware subsystems
6. assembly test and launch operations
7. mission operations
The factor for lander modifications covers changes to the
lander to integrate and land the new payloads.
The NASA support costs cover a number of government furnished
equipment items and services.
The costs of adding adaptability to the mission are shown
at the bottom of the table. These costs can be added directly
to the totals for the non-adaptive missions. The adaptive con-
trol system costs cover the data acquisition, processing and
_L
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i
interfacing equipment needed to convert the lander guidance
control and sequencing computer into an adaptive controller.
The adaptive science modes are changes that would have to be
made to the fixed=sequence science instruments to permit them
to functionwith the artificial intelligence systems to form an
adaptive payload. The costs for adaptive operations software
cover _h_ development of the techniques and tools for program-
ing, modifying and operating the adaptive mission.
_._S_;_,_e,seen,2rom these cost estimates the addition of
adaptability as described in this study increases the cost of
a Mars mission by about 7%.
The sciencepayload assumed for the basic advanced lander
is listed in Table VII=2 along with the estimated costs to
develop and qualify these instruments. This same payload would
be on the lander for each of the four mission configurations.
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B. ADAPTIVE MARS MISSION SCHEDULES
---z,,
An important conclusion reached in this study is that adap-
tivemlssi_scan!!!In_orate varying degrees of artificial in-
telligence and levels of sophistication. In other words, adap-
tability can and probably will be added to planetary missions
in atepsaswegainmore confidence in the approach.
In this study, Mars missions in the 1979 through 1988 time
per i_d_er_Gonsidered as candidates for adaptive missions. De-
p'_a_'__--'_!;"_;;'6f emphasis given to Mars exploration in
our space program, progress in developing and flying artificial
inteiiigenc-e_r_rs_SpaceCraftmay be rapid or more conserva-
tive. Figure VII-I outlines a conservative program of Mars
missions showing where the spacecraft concepts described in this
study might fit. Other mission configurations are of course
feasible for any of these Mars launch opportunities. For example,
a mission being given serious consideration at the present time
uses minimally modified landers comprised of spare Viking '75
hardware, outfitted with medium rovers capable of sorties out to
a kilometer from the landers. The minimal advanced lander as
used here may have some new science instruments compared with
Viking '75 but would not carry the full complement of experiments
listed under the advanced lander configuration in this study.
To illustrate the major program activities and milestones
involved in developing an adaptive mission to Mars, the 1981
launch opportunity was chosen as an example. Figure VII-2 is
a simplified schedule for an advanced lander with small rover
mission incorporating adaptive systems and lamlched in November
or December of 1981. The early activities (1974, 5 and 6) would
be supporting research and technology (SRT) work aimed at bringing
VII-7
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the rover, new science and adaptive systems technology develop-
ment up to the prototype stage prior to full program go-ahead.
This schedule assumes that the basic lander and orbiter con-
figurations will be the Viking '75 designs, modified only as
necessary to incorporate and deliver the new science, small
rover and AI subsystems.
rVIII-1
VIII. FUTURE TECHNOLOGY REQUI_REMENTS
F
In the course of the study, items were identified that had
large scientific or adaptive potential but needed development
before they could be applied to the Mars missions. These are
described in more or less detail in preceding chapters and will
be listed with a minimum of further discussion.
Scientific instruments include: sample magnifier, x-ray
diffra_@_net_!ig_rayspectrometer, neutron activation ex-
periment, active seismometry (mechanical or explosive), flame
pyrolysis (fortheorganic sieve), and rocket or balloon meteoro-
logical probes.
Desirable auxiliary equipment for the lander is represented
by the landing site selection system and the 1-meter drill.
For the rover concepts to be turned into reality_ problems
need to be identified and solved in these areas: sampling
devices such as scoops, grabbers, drills and sieves; sample
manipulation including sorting, protection, and transfer to the
lander; cable management for tethered rovers; hazard detection
and avoidance; navigational references and dead reckoning sys-
tems; miniaturized imaging systems including one that can get a
detailed view of the ground; and a control system with a good
combination of autonomy and human guidance.
In the general area of adaptive control systems further work
needs to be done on designing and testing executive controllers,
and a library of useful operating routines needs to be developed.
A general-purpose spacecraft computer that can be shared with
many other missions would save multiple development costs.
A-I
APPENDIX A
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER
The executive controller consists of the following program
and subroutines:
Main Program - CONTROL
Subroutine - INLOC
Subroutine - BITRUN
Subroutine - LOARG
In the following pages are given a computer listing of this
programming and a dictionary of the variables used.
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Variable
A
AL
ASTRIX
B
BATCHG
BATMAX
BLANK
BPM(63)
C
CLIMT(63)
C0(63)
CRATE(63)
D
DELAY(63)
DELT
EXPERT (63)
I
IBAL
IJ
IK
IOT
IP(63)
IRAFG
ITFG
IX
J(63)
Common
CONTRL
ENGDAT
CONTRL
PRIOR
PRIOR
PRIOR
CONTRL
INTERF
CONTRL
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - CONTROL
Random Number A is compared with AL to
Control Limit determine if ground commands are read.
The symbol (*) plotted for active operating routines.
Random number to determine use of number C.
Power required to charge battery.
Maximum power available from battery (fully charged).
The symbol ( ) plotted for inactive operating routines.
th
Bits per minute data rate generated by i routine.
Random number to determine magnitude of generated data.
.th
Maximum continuity priority for i routine.
th
Continuity priority set when i routine is activated.
Rate at which continuity priority increases with time.
Seed for randnmnumber generator.
th
Minimum time i routine must stay off before it is
enabled.
Time (minutes) - duration of configuration cycle
Experiment time for ith routine (for normal operation).
Index used for operating routines.
Thousands of bits of data stored (INTEGER)
Index of routine have next lowest priority at last cycle.
Temporary operating routine index.
Integer remainder when mission time is divided by 5.
Priority of ith operating routine (INTEGER)
Random Command[ No Command
L
Events Fixed Data ] Events
Random Seed 1 2 I 3 1 4
J i
Fixed Seed 5 6 _ ___7[ 8
Integer remainder when mission time is divided by 12
(or number of cycles per page)
=-i if feasibility _0
Argument of LOARG routine
= +i if feasibility >0
Array holding indices of operating routines in order of
their priority.
Random flag.
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Variable
JJ
JS
K
LLMIT(63)
M_ASTR(63)
NI
NIX
PO(63)
PRI(63)
PWR(63)
RATE(63)
RTG
STORAGE
TLIMIT
TLINE(63)
TT
T_(63)
TI(63)
T2(63)
T3(63)
v(511)
WHMAX
WHMIN
X
Common
PRIOR
CONTRL
PRIOR
ENGDAT
ENGDAT
PRIOR
INTERF
CONTRL
TIMY
TIMY
TIMY
TIMY
INTERF
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - COMMON
Number of operating routines.
Temporary storage of J(1) during sorting operation.
Temporary index of operating routines.
th
Maximum priority for i routine.
Flag, controlling routine when operation is interrupted.
= -i cancel; = 0, interrupt; = +I extend duration.
Argument of supplied by time routine when called.
Indicator of end of run when zero.
th
Initial priority assigned to i routine when enabled.
th
Calculated priority of i routine.
th
Power consumption of i routine's hardware.
th
Rate at which priority increases with time for i
routine.
Power output of RTG.
Total storage capability (bits).
Mission time at which run terminates.
Array of asterisks and blanks for plotting state of
routines.
Random seed for random number generator.
th
Mission time i routine turned off.
.th
Mission time i routine is enabled.
th
Mission time i routine is turned on.
th
Mission time i routine is signalled off.
Single value portion of status array.
Maximum watt-hour capacity of battery.
Minimum watt-hour limit of battery (no battery power
after this limit)
Priority argument of subroutine LOARG.
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Variable
CACHE(6,163)
CL MT(6B)
C0(63)
CRATE(63)
DELAY(63)
EXPERT (63)
I
ICOUNT
IL(80)
IT
Ii
I2
I3
I4
15
I6
I7
J
JTO
Jl
J2
L(322)
LIMIT(63)
LL
M
MASTR(63)
NAN
NN
NI]M(163)
NW
Common
INPOT
PRIOR
PRIOR
PRIOR
CONTRL
CONTRL
PRIOR
CONTRL
INPOT
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - INLOG
Equation cache.
Maximum continuity priority for ith routine.
th
Continuity priority set when i routine is activated.
Rate at which continuity priority increases with time.
th
Minimum time i routine must stay off before it is
enabled.
.th
Experiment time for z routine (for normal operation)
Index of bit on card.
Index of bit in equation.
Array of bits on input card.
Name of bit in column 80
Index of bits in JTO bits 14 thru 23 command input.
Index of bit giving sign of value's mantissa.
Index of bit giving sign of value's characteristic.
Index of mantissa bits.
Index of bit giving sign of the next value's mantissa.
Index of characteristic bits.
Sign of characteristic + 1.
Operating routine index - for equation input.
Command index.
Characteristic of value.
Mantissa of value.
Feasibility or priority equation bit array.
th
Maximum priority for i routine.
Total number of bits in feasibility or priority equation.
Bit index.
Flag_ controlling routine when operation is interrupted.
= -i cancel; = 0, interrupt; = +I, extend duration.
NN+ I
Number of blocks in equation or command code.
th
Number of blocks in i equation.
Index of word (value in command input).
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Variable
P0(63)
RATE(63)
TLINE(63)
v(sn)
VALUE(3)
Common
PRIOR
PRIOR
CONTRL
INTERF
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - INLOG
.th
Initial priority assigned to z routine when enabled.
th
Rate at which priority increases with time i routine.
Array of asterisks and blanks for plotting state of
routine.
Single value portion of status array.
Corsmanded input to status array.
GETBIT
ISUB
J
KSKF
LMOV
LNEW
MASKB
MASKF
MASKM
MASKI
SETBIT
BITRUN
Entry point to bit run--loads 6 octal numbers into
322 bits.
Index of bit under consideration.
Entry point to bit run--loads 322 bits into 6 octal
numbers.
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Var iab Ie
ARG(20)
BPM(63)
CACHE (6,163)
CLIMT(63)
CO(63)
CRATE (63)
DELAY(63)
EXPERT(63)
I
ID
IO
Ii
I2
13
14
JCOUNT
0"HOLD
J1
J1J
L(322)
LIMIT(63)
LL
M
MASTR(63)
NA
NB
NN
MUM(163)
Common
Block
ENGDAT
INPOT
PRIOR
PRIOR
PRIOR
CONTRL
CONTRL
PRIOR
CONTRL
INPUT
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - LOARG
Values in push down stack.
th
Bits per minute-data rate generated by i routine.
Equation cache.
Maximum continuity priority for ith routine.
th
Continuity priority set when i routine is activated.
Rate at which continuity priority increases with time.
.th
Minimum time I routine must stay off before it is
enabled.
Experiment time for ith routine (for normal operation)
Index of bit/also/index of equation.
Index of operator code 315 (either I or 6).
Operator code minus six.
Index of bit fourth in operator code/bit index of bits
in address block Jl.
Index of bit third in operator code.
Index of bit second in operator code
Index of bit first in operator code
Count of equation extensions = 0 for first 31 blocks.
Temporary storage of equation index while extension is
being calculated.
Status array index.
Index of status array indicators; i.e., Jl - 480 or
Jl - 487.
Feasibility or priority equation bit array.
Maximum priority for ith routine.
Total number of bits in feasibility or priority equation.
Bit index.
Flag, controlling routine when operation is interrupted.
= -I, cancel; = 0, interrupt; = +i, extend duration.
Number of arguments stored in push down stack.
Index of block in equation.
Total number of blocks.
.th
Total number of equation blocks in i equation.
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Variable
OP
PO(63)
PRI(63)
PWR(63)
RATE(63)
T
TLINE(63)
T_(63)
TI(63)
T2(63)
T3(63)
v(sn)
Conmlon
PRIOR
ENGDAT
ENGDAT
PRIOR
CONTRL
TIMY
TLMY
TIMY
TIMY
INTERF
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - LOARG
Operator code.
.th
Initial priority assigned to i routine when enabled.
th
Calculated priority of i routine.
th
Power consumption of i routine's hardware.
th
Rate at which priority increases with time for i
routine.
Mission time for calculation of priority from curve.
Array of asterisks and blanks for plotting state of
routines.
th
Mission time i routine is turned off.
th
Mission time i routine is enabled.
Mission time ith routine is turned on.
Mission time ith routine is signalled off.
Single value portion of status array.
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APPENDIX B
OPERATING ROUTINE
B°2
OPERATING ROUTINE
The following pages contain a computer listing and a vari-
able dictionary of Subroutine OPR02 which is the operating
routine used in the system simulation described in Chapter VI
and which performs no special functions.
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Variable
ASTRIX
BLANK
BPM(1)
DEF
DELAY(l)
DELT
EXPERT(l)
MASTR(I)
PRI(I)
PWR(I)
T
TLINE(1)
T (1)
TI(1)
T2(I)
T3(I)
v(sn)
Common
ENGDAT
CONTRL
INTERF
CONTRL
CONTRL
ENGDAT
ENGDAT
CONTRL
TIMY
TIMY
TIMY
TIMY
INTERF
VARIABLE DICTIONARY - OPRO
The symbol (*) plotted for active operating routines.
The symbol ( ) plotted for inactive operating routines.
Bits per minute-data rate generated by this routine.
The amount of power required by this routine not avail-
able from RTG.
Minimum time this routine must stay off before it is
enabled.
Time (minutes) = duration of configuration cycle.
Experiment time for this routine (for normal operation)
= V(1) condition of this routine; = 0, off; = i, ordered
on; = 2, on; = 3, ordered off.
Flag, controlling routine when operation is interrupted.
= -I, cancel; = O, interrupt; = +I, extend duration.
Calculated priority of this routine.
Power consumption for this routine's hardware.
Mission time this routine was last entered.
Symbol indicating state of this routine (*) on, ( ) off.
Mission time this routine was turned off.
Mission time this routine was enabled.
Mission time this routine was turned on.
Mission time this routine will be ordered off.
Single value portion of status array.
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APPENDIX C
SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
C-2
SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Chapter Vl presented a simulation run of the executive con-
troller managing a group of 12 operating routines, each of which
is a simulation of an actual routine which would be written to
control a science experiment operating in a sepcific mode.
The 12 operating routines are addressed to three lander
science instruments: camera, seismometer_ and meteorology and a
single rover instrument_ a camera. The engineering functions
of rover motion and data transmission are also simulated. Figure
I displays this system in block form with some of the principal
interactions between the operating routines shown. A more de-
tailed description of these interactions was given in Chapter
VI, but the actual interactions are controlled by the feasi-
bility and priority equations.
Feasibility and priority equations are shown in Figure 2 in
their binary form, with the feasibility and priority equations
interleaved. Table i "Feasibility Equations" and Table 2 "Pri-
ority Equations" provide translations from the binary numbers
and operator codes shown in Figure I to a set of octal number
addresses and operator symbols, to a set of decimal number ad-
dresses and symbols in a normal algebraic notation with brackets
and finally to an English translation.
In order that these translations will be easy to understand,
several tables are added:
Table 3 - Status Array-Location Assignments
Here the addresses in decimal, octal and binary numbers
are given along with the meaning and some of the values
assumed.
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Table 4 - Status Array - Universal Parameters
The last 17 addresses in the status array designated
arrays which have assigned values given for each oper-
ating routine. Table 4 lists the values assigned to
each routine.
Table 5 - Equation Operator Codes
Although thoroughly described in Chapter V the operator
codes are relisted here.
Table 6 - Random Numbers Generated
When the proper value of IRAFG is chosen, various oper-
ating routines use the random numbers B & C to produce
synthetic data required by feasibility and priority
equations. Table 6 gives the limits of B and used to
determine which variable is generated and the manner
in which C is used.
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Table I-A
C-7
FEASIBILITY EQUATIONS
1 - METEOROLOGY
735 755 if 731 754 if A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A
TPWR PWR if Storase BPM if A
(TPWR if PWE) A (STORAGE if BPM)
OK IF: power and memory are available
2 - HIGH DATA METEOROLOGY
735 755 if 731 754 if A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A
TPOR PWR if STORAGE BPM if A
(TPWR if PWE) A (STORAGE if BPM)
OK IF: power and memory are available
3 - CLOUD SEARCH
735 755 if 731 754 if A 37 A 71 A 26 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(57) A V(22) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A(V(473) if V(492)) AV(31) A V(47) A V(22)
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is not over
placard and hi rate selsmometer is off and no other
lander TV is on
4 - CLOUD VIEW
735 755 if 731 754 if A 37 A 71 A 26 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(57) A V(22) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473)if V(492)) A V(31) A V(57) A V(22)
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is not over
placard and hi rate selsmometer is off and no other
lander TV is on
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Table I-A
FEASIBILITY EQUATIONS
5 - TV SPECIAL
735 755 if 731 754 if A 37 A 71 A 26 A
V(477) V(493) if ¥(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(57) A V(22) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473) if V(492)) A V(31) A V(57) ^ V(22_
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is not over
placard and hi rate selsmometer is off and no other
lander TV is on
6 - ROVER VIEW
735 755 if 731 754 if A 37 A 71 A 26 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(57) A V(22) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473) if V(492))A V(31)A V(57)A V(22)
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is not over
placard and hi rate seismometer is off and no other
lander TV is on
7 - ROVER MOTION
735 755 if
60 if
V(477) V(493) if
V(48)
731 754 if A 63 A 71 A 27
* - 677 if *
V4/_) V(492)ifAV(51) AV(57) A V(23)*
* V(6) V(447)if*
(V(477)if V(493))A(V 4_if V(492))A V(51)A V(57)* V(23)*V(48)*
V(6) if zero
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is below
placard and hi rate seismometer is off and no haz-
ard has been detected and ROVER VIEW is off
8 - ROVER TV - VIEW AHEAD
735 755 if 731 754 if A 37 A 27 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(23) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473)if V(492)) A V(31) A V(23)
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is below
placard and rover TV is not already on
Table I-B
FEASIBILITY EQUATIONS C-9
9 - ROVER TV - PANORAMA
735 755 if 731 7.54 if A 37 A 27 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A V(31) A V(23) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473) if V(492)) A V(31) A V(23)
OK IF: power and memory are available and wind is below
placard and rover TV is not already on
i0 - SEISMOMETER
735 755 if 731 754 if _ 71 A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if AV(57) A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473) if V(492)) A V(57)
OK IF: power and memory are available and hi rate seis-
mometer is off
ii - HIGH RATE SEISMOMETER
735 755 if 731 754 if i A
V(477) V(493) if V(473) V(492) if A
(V(477) if V(493)) A (V(473) if V(492))
OK IF: power and memory are available
12 - DATA TRANSMISSION
735 755 if
V(477) V(493) if
V(477) if V(493)
OK IF: power is available
C_i0
I01 - METEOROLOGY
2 not 677
V(2) V(447)
(V(2) if zero) * 75
Table 2-A
PRIORITY EQUATIONS
if 676 *
if V(446) *
V(446) ffia constant 75
PRIORITY is 75 except when hi data meteorology is on when
it is zero
102 - HI RATE METEOROLOGY
675 22 *
V(445) V(18) * ffi 80 * V(18)
PRIORITY is 80 when a weather anomaly has been observed
otherwise zero
103 - CLOUD SEARCH
740 p 740 c
V(480) p V(480) c
U 700 737 if *
U V(448) V(479) if *
(V(480) P U V(480) c) * (V(448) if V(479))
Priority Curve * (600 if daytime )
PRIORITY is the priority curve if it is daylight or 90 if
commanded on
15 ffi701 * U
V(13) = V(449) * U
U (V(13)=* V(449))
U (V(13)ffi*99)
104 - CLOUD VIEW
740 p 740 c U 700 737 if * 15 ffi701 * U
V(480) p V(480) c U V(448) V(479) if * V(13) = V(449) * U
[(V(480) p U V(480) c) * (V(448) if V(479))] U (V(13)=* V(449))
Priority Curve * (600 if daytime) U (V(13)=* 99)
PRIORITY is the priority curve if it is daylight or 99 if
connnanded on
J
Table 2-A
PRIORITY EQUATIONS C-II
105 - TV SPECIAL
740 p 740 c U 740 31 if * 32 740 if *
V(480) p V(480) c U V(480) V(25) if * V(26) V(480) if *
(V(480) p U V(480) c) * (V(480) if V(25)) * (V(26) if V(480))
Priority Curve * (T if TI) * (T2 if T) if T = time
T I = V(25) T2 = V(26)
PRIORITY is the priority curve if TI<T<T 2
Table 2-B
PRIORITY EQUATIONS
106 - ROVER VIEW
740 p 740 c U 51 52 if * 750 57 * U
V(480) p V(480) c U V(41) V(42) if * V(488) V(47) * U
[(V(480) p U V(480) c) * (V(41) if V(42))] U (V(488) * V(47))
Priority Curve * Distance >limit U CO when rover panorama
complete
PRIORITY is the priority curve providing that the rover has
traveled further than the established limit or
equal to the maximum continuity limit when the
rover camera completes a panorama
107 - ROVER MOTION
740 p 740 c U 56 *
V(480) p V(480) c U V(46) *
(V(480) p U V(480) c) * V(46)
PRIORITY is the priority curve providing that no new soil
is detected
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Table 2-B
PRIORITY EQUATIONS
108 - ROVER TV - VIEW AHEAD
64 53 if 745 * 703 i0 if * 750 i0 704
if * U 700 737 if * 15 = 701 * U
V(42) V(43) if V(485) * V(451) V(8) if * V(488) V(8) V(452)
if U V(448) V(479) if * V(13) - V(449) * U
[((V(42) if V(43)) * V(485) * (V(451) if V(8)) U (V(488) * (V(8)
if V(452))] * (V(448) if V(479)) U (V(13) = * V(449))
PRIORITY is PO(8) if distance travelled is greater than
nominal distance between TV views ahead and the
routine is off O_RRCO(8) if the routine is on pro-
viding in either case that it is daylight OR the
priority is 99 when the routine is commanded on
109 - ROVER TV - PANORAMA
51 52 if 745 * 703 11 if * 11 704 if 750
• U 700 737 if * 15 + 701 * U 703 60 = 750 * U
V(41) V(42) if V(485) * V(451) V(9) if * V(9) V(452) if V(488)
• U V(448) V(479) if * V(13) = V(449) * U V(451) V(488) * U
[((V(41) if V(42)) * V(485) * (V(451) if V(9))) U ((V(9) if V(452))
• V(488))]* (V(448) if V(479)) U (V(13) = * V(449)) U (V(451)
ffi V(48) * V(488))
PRIORITY is PO(9) if the distance travelled is greater than
the nominal distance between panoramas and the
routine is off O._RC0(9) if the routine is on pro-
viding in either case that it is daylight OR the
priority is 99 if commanded on OR it is C0(9) if
a rover hazard has been detected
Table 2-C
PRIORITY EQUATIONS
ii0- SEISMOMETER
740 p 740 c U 15 - 701 * U
V(480) p V(480) c U V(13) ffi V(449) * U
(V(480) p U V(480) c) U (V(13) = * V(449))
Priority Curve U commanded on
PRIORITY is priority curve or 99 if commanded on
Table 2-C
PRIORITY EQUATIONS C-13
iii - HIGH RATE SEISMOMETER
702 72 * 701 15 = * U
V(450) V(58) * V(449) V(13) = * U
(V(450) * V(58)) U (V(449) * V(13) = )
( 90 * limit
exceeded ) U ( 99 if commanded)
PRIORITY is 90 when seismic limit is exceeded or 99 if
commanded on
112 - DATA TRANSMISSION
740 p 740 c U 75 76 + 740 if 740 75 76
-if A*
V(480) p V(480)c U V(61) V(62) + V(480) if V(480) V(61) V(62)
-if A*
(V(480) p U V(480) c) * ((V(61) + V(62)) if V(480) A (V(480) if
(v(61) - V(62)))
Priority Curve Tp + delta time Tp - delta
PRIORITY is priority curve when mission time is within
delta minutes of periapsis of the orbiter
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Table 3-A
STATUS ARRAY LOCATION ASSIGNMENTS
Index Octal Binary Parameter Meaning
1 001 000 000 001 Meteorolo_ Status
Initial Value Special Value
0 --'_
2 002 000 000 010 Htgh Data Meteorology Status 0
3 003 000 000 Oll Cloud Search Status O
4 004 000 000 i00 Cloud View Status 0
5 005 000 OOO iO1 TVSpeclal Status O
6 006 000 O00 110 Rover View Status O
7 007 000 000 111 Rover Motion Status 0
8 O10 0OO O01 0OO TV View Ahead Status 0
9 O11 O00 001 001 Rover Panorama Status O
i0 O12 O00 001 O10 Seismometer Status 0
ii 013 000 001 011 High Rate Seismometer Status O
12 014 0OO 001 i00 Data Transmission Status 0
13 015 000 001 iO1 Command Index 0
i! if ordered on
- if on
if ordered off
15 017 000 OO1 iii Wind Velocity m/sec
16 O20 000 O10 OOO Maximum Wi-a for TV
i
17 O21 OOO O10 OO1 Maximum Wlnd for Rover
18 022 0OO O10 O10 Weather Anomaly
20 024 O00 O10 I00 Cloud Event
22 026 0OO 010 iiO Lander TVCondition
23 027 OO0 O10 iii Rover TV Condition
25 031 000 011 OO1 Earliest Time I For TV
I
26 032 OOO 011010 Latest Time J Special
31 037 0OO 011 Iii TV Wind Placard
38 046 000 iO0 ii0 Rover Velocity
O
3
5
0
O
i
i
O
0
I
0.5
Random No.
=i if present
=i if present
=O if any on
=O if any on
--O if wind too high
41 O51 000 IO1 001 Distance after Panorama 0
42 052 000 iO1 O10 Max Distance after Panorama iO
43 053 OOO i01 011 Max Distance after TV View 2.5
44 OF OO0 i01 i00 Rover Tilt (degrees) O Random No,
Index Octal
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
59
61
62
63
445
446
447
448
449
_50
451
452
Table 3-B
STATUS ARRAY LOCATION ASSIGNMENTS
Binary Parameter
055 OOO lO1 lO1 Maximum Rover Tilt 15
056 OOO lO1 llO XRFS Result on Soil 1
057 O00 lO1 lll Rover Pan Completed O
060 0OO llO 000 Hazard Detector Status 1
062 OOO llO O10 Commanded Rover Travel (m) 15
063 000 llO Oll Rover Wind Placard 1
064 O00 llO lOO Distance after View Ahead 0
065 OOO IiO iO1 Tether Tension O
066 OOO 110 i10 Maximum Tether Tension O
067 OOO 110 iii Seismic Level Measured O
070 O00 111 0OO Established Event Level iO
O71 OOO Iii O01 High Seismometer Status 1
072 0OO i11 O10 Seismic Event Level Status O
073 000 iii 011 Seismic Wind Sensitivity 2
075 0OO iii i01 Time of Orbiter Periapsis 800
076 000 lll llO + Transmission Time (rain) lO
077 000 lll lll Orbiter Period Minutes 1477
675 llO lll lO1 Priority of Hi Meteor 80
676 llO lll llO Priority of Meteorology 75
677 llO lll lll Zero O
700 lll 0OO 0OO Total Minutes of Daylight 600
701 lll 0OO 001 Priority of Ground Commands 99
702 lll 0OO O10 Priority of High Seismometry 90
703 lll 0OO Oll Unity 1
704 ill 0OO 1OO Two 2
C-15
Intial Value Special Value
=O if new type
=i if done
=0 if detected
=O if wind too high
Random No.
Function of wind
--O if on
=I if exceeded
C-16
Index Octal
4?2
4?3
4?4
4?5
4?6
477
479
48O
481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
_Sg
4gO
491
492
493
Table 3-C
STATUS A_AY LOCATION ASSIGDG[Z_TS
Binary Parameter Meaning
?30 ill Oll 000 Transmission Rate BIR4
731 111 Oll 001 Memory Storage Available
732 Ill Oll O10 Battery ktt-hours Avail
?33 ILl Oil Oil Battery Power Available
734 iii Oil i00 RTG Power Available
735 iii O11 iO1 Total Power Available
73? 111 Oil 111 Minutes after 8AM
740 iii I00 000 Mission Time (minutea)
Initial Value Special Value
960,000
30,0OO,O00
I00
lO
42
72O
741 ill 100 OO1 Mission Time im routine is turned off
742 lll 100 010 Mission time lm routine is enabled
743 111 lO0 Oll Mission time im routine is turned on
744 ill lOO 100 Mission time im routine is ordered off
745 lll 1OO lO1 Initial Priority of i_ routine
746 111 100 liO Priority increase rate iB routine
747 111 100 Ill Priority limit i_ routine
750 lll 101 000 Initial continuity priority in routine
751 111 101 001 Continuity priority rate i_ routine
752 lll 101 010 Continuity priority limit i_ routine
753 ill 101 Oil Interrupt flag i_ routine
7_ 111 101 100 Data generation rate (BPM) in routine
755 ill 101 101 Power consuption in routine
Table 4
STATUS ARRAY - UNIVERSAL PARAMETERS
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Arithmetic
Ta_e 5
EQUATION 0PERAT_R CODES
OPERATORS SYMBOL CODE REMARKS
Multiply A X B 0001
Addition A + B 0010
Division A A B 0Oll
@
Subtraction A - B 01OO
Boolean
AND A D B 0101
OR A O B 0110
NOT A 0111
The lesser of A and B
The greater of A and B
Minus A
_m|em|m|mmmm||||mm|mmm||mmlmmmmmmlm|||||||mmmmmmem|mm|mem|mmm||mmmee|--memm||
Equal A= i000
If A If B i001
P A p i010
C A c IO11
..!
Set J = A iiii
Special
=i if A--J or =-i if_J
where J is the index of routine
:I if A_ B or =O if_< B
Evaluates priority equation at A
Evaluates continuity equation at A
Sets the index of the equation equal
to previously stored value A. In
this way equation A is treatel as
a continuation of the last equation.
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE SCREENING
D-2
SAMPLE SCREENING
This appendix describes a routine which characterizes a set
of measurements for example a spectrum s as a vector in n-space.
If the n samples are Judiciously chosen, the magnitude of the
difference between two such vectors determines whether the two
spectra they represent are from the same class or not. The
magnitude of the difference (or separation) is the definition
of the class size.
In the section on computer sizing V-D, it was stated that
sample screening (Routine A) required 1390 words of memory.
The routine described in this appendix requires only 975 words
since n is four instead of ten and only one vector is considered
instead of two separate ones.
Figure I which is a flow diagram of the routine, shows that
the first step is to input the separation distance and to set
components of the vectors, Z, to zero. In some cases it might
be useful to be able to set the components to some a priori
class but in the case for which this routine was written, the
x-ray fluorescence spectrometer, it was felt that it would be
dangerous to assume elemental composition of the rocks of Mars
based on knowledge of those of the Earth. On the other hand,
the spectra from a mass spectrometer might be more predictable.
The next step is to add groups of the 64 output channels
to form the components of the vector. For example, the first
component is the addition of the counts in channels 45 through
50; the second component is the sum of the counts in channels
32 through 35; the third component is the sum of the counts in
channels 25 through 28 and the fourth component is the sum of
channels 17 through 21.
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Some normalization process must be used to place the data
from various runs on the same basis, here the number of counts
for any channel is not only a function of the elemental compo-
sition of the sample, but also the time over which the counts
were accumulated and the distance between the sample and the x-
ray source and proportional counter. Channels 3 through 9 are
essentially a backscatter from the x-ray source and are there-
fore, in proportion to the time and distances mentioned. The
required normalization is the division of the component counts
by this background count in order to eliminate the time and dis-
tance uncertainties.
The separation distance, XI, which is the sum of the squares
of the differences between the components of the measured sample
and the components of an established class is determined. A
value for XI is determined for each previously established class
and a determination is made of the index, JO, of the class which
is closest to the sample being screened. The separation, X2, of
the closest class is then compared to the input separation dis-
tance XO to determine whether the sample in question belongs to
the closest class JO or whether a new class Jl should be estab-
lished. When this determination is made, the components of the
new class or of the old class are printed out. In the latter
case the fractional difference is also printed out.
In order to provide further understanding of this routine,
a program listing, Figure 2, and a dictionary of variables,
Table I are provided.
In addition, Figure 3 shows the start of a printout from
this routine using actual XRFS data. The first line in each
sample is the title which in this case is the date February I0,
1972 and a serial number 01 through 05. This title line is then
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Table 1 Dictionary of Variables
RACK
DELT(4)
I
IL
J
J_
J1
K
NUM(64)
RATIO
T1TI_ (4)
w(4)
x_
Xl
X2
Z(40,5)
Backscatter count (channels 3-9 inclu.)
Ratio of Difference between sample and class
component to class component
Index of channel
Sample index (ends run if zero)
Index of class
Index of closest class.
Nmuber of established classes
Index of component
Input channel counts.
Reciprocal of RACK
40-character title of sample
Component of sample
Input separation
Separation of class under consideration
Separation of closest class
Components of established classes
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XRAY SEPARATION= 1.O00E÷O0
0000002107201
SAMPLE
NORMAL
N_W 1
26027 970 1376 957
12.3702 .4610 .6540 .4548
12.3702 .4610 .6540 .4548
0000000000000000002107202
SAMPLE
NORMAL
NEW 2
22853 2577 4869 2291
10.9976 1.2401 2.3431 1.1025
10,9976 1.2401 2.3431 1.1025
00000000000000000*02107203
SAMPLE
NORMAL
NEW 3
20224 4831 9294 4010
9,0813 2.1693 4.1733 1,8006
9.0813 2.1693 4.1733 1.8006
00000000000000000*02107204
SAMPLE
NORMAL
CLASS
DIFFER
3
20226 4988 9544 4038
8.6621 2.1362 4.0874 1.7293
9.0813 2.1693 4,1733 1.8006
-.0462 -,0153 -.0206 -.0396
00000000000000000*02107205
SAMPLE
NORMAL
NEW 4
18853 6425 12561 5072
7.9448 2.7075 5.2933 2.1374
7.9448 2,7075 5.2933 2,1374
0000000000000000*02107206
SAMPLE
NORMAL
CLASS
DIFFER
4
18573 5767 11145 4779
8,3026 2.5780 4.9821 2.1363
7,9448 2.7075 5.2933 2,1374
.0450 -.0478 -.0588 -.0005
00000000000000000*02107207
SAMPLE
NORMAL
CLASS
DIFFER
4
18503 7412 13987 5685
7,8837 3.1581 5.9595 2,4222
7.9448 2.7075 5.2933 2.1374
-.0077 .1664 .1259 .1333
.1893
.2417
.7317
Figure 3
SAMPLE PROGRAM PRINTOUT
D-IO
followed by the actual sample counts for each component, followed
by the actual sample counts for each component_ followed by these
values after being normalized by dividing by the backscatter
count. The next line is then the components of a new class
having the same normalized count or a statement showing what
class the sample was found to belong. The fourth line shows the
fractional difference between the sample and the class to which
it belongs.
